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BIOORAPHICAL OOMPARJS ON 
It is strange that two 11¥9n of different oenturies, trom different parts 
of' the oountry, with different motivating toroes can approach the same prob• 
lems w1 th the same sort of vigor and often come to the same oonol usiona. 
Walt .Whi tme.n and Carl Sandburg -loom high on the horizon of' independent 
thinking, shouting with great vigor directions for a world or equality, 
justice, and spiritual freedom. Both rail against the petty, tradition-
blesaed stumbling blocks in the path of the progreu or mankind. They view 
their day with realistic eyes, coolly at times, then with a burning passion. 
Lite is a struggle - glorious, joyous, breath-taking; but lite is also a 
struggle - debasing, treacherous, heart-breaking. 
Life, strangely, enough, equipped each in much the same way for hie 
career. Muoh of their writing is taken up with the problems or the laborer, 
the working man. Walt Wh1 tman was born into a f'ami ly whose f'a ther made his 
living at the carpenter's trade. Until shortly before his death the elder 
Whi'tman built strong, unimaginative houses. The Whitman tribe moved from 
house to house as mortgage after mortgage tell due. B9 was never quite a 
suoceas. Thr. records show that he was a dour man, never drawing close to 
his wife and children. Finances were always a problem, for he had a large 
family to teed. 
Carl Sandburg oame trom the family ot a railroad construction man, a 
big Swede who bent his baok to keep the railroad beds smooth. August Sand-
burg was one of the thousands of unskilled laborers of the throbbing indus-
trial America. The elder Sandburg never was able to speak English without 
a strong aooent, and he made his "mark" on official papers. But there 118.S 
a joy ·1n his soul ot hard work well done. Often on the summer nights he 
would gather his seven children around him and play his accordion. The 
Sandburg tamily had financial difficulties too. The illiterate father bought 
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a house only to find through aome legal twist the house was not hia. With 
dogged determination he bought the house again with savings from a wage of 
fourteen oents an hour. Then he bought a lot, and with the help ot his sons 
he built a home tor his family, a good, strong, sate home whioh was really 
theirs. There was bitterness in August Sandburg, but there was jo~ too. 
In both homes there were hard-working, illiterate, beloved mothers. 
'Louise Whitman never· understood her big, hulking, unpredictable Walt, but 
he was her favorite and her oonli'ort through her oomtortless days. Walt, in 
his \Vashington days, wrote his soul out to his mother, knowing she would 
understand. She oouldn't see what he was driving at in his LEAVES· OF GRASS, 
but ahe loved him. At the time of' Lincoln's death they were together. and 
shared their deep sorrow. Ona of the thi1:1gs which troubled Wh1 tman m0st 
during his own illness was that his mother was ill also. He would not be 
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able to see her. Bia dream was to buy a little home tor her and his feeble-
minded brother, Edward. 
Mrs. Sandburg had attended sohool for two months but was never able to 
read or write. She -was a tiny woman. Into this new world with its strange 
language and oustoms ·she came with her husband• Here she raised her· seven 
children and lived to aoe one famous. Sandburg dedicated his first pub• 
lished book or poems, IN RECKLESS ECSTASYa "To one who has kept a serene 
soul in a lite ot stress, wrested beauty from the commonplace, and scattered 
l good with.out stint or measures My Mother." In 1927 Sandburg wrote to 
l Karl Detzer, CARL SANDBURG, A STUDY IN PERSOllALITY AlID BACKGROUND, Ba.roourt, 
Brace and Company, 1941,·page 53. 
Alfred Ba.roourt, "Rode baok from Santa Fe a thousand miles to Illinois to 
bury the mother. She looked beautiful - and atately - it there are Pearly 
2 
Gates they wouldn't dare to stop her. She looked ready tor flight." 
2 Detzer, ~· -2.!!•• page 64. 
Because or t'he ever prosent bu~aboo ot t'inanoe both boys went to work 
early. Walt Whitman left the class room when he was twelve. I think he 
wae glad to be away f'rom the regimentation. Now he had time to do the 
thing he wantod - loaf and invite his soul.. Probably he didn't call it by 
so ma.gnifioant a title at that time. Then began his real education• He 
was apprenticed to a orinter and got there his f'irst trans.tusion of print-
er•s ink, which was to make up a grent deal or his literary blood. He be• 
oame friendly and curious about the drivers or the horse oars in the city, 
and the pilots or the terrios; he taught school in the little towns around 
BrooklynJ he spent aummGrs on the farms from which his parents and their 
parents came. He had a deep hunger to know people. Through the people 
with whom he talked and lived and worked, he learned much or the goepel or 
sooial and economic and spiritual equality he preached. ms education did 
not end here, however. He read everything he could lay his hands on, with 
an emphasis on Soott and Shakespeare and the Bible. Homer and Virgil he 
read in translation. He was growing, absorbing, working the soil over and 
over !'or hia LEAVES OF GRASS. 
The public schools of Galesburg, Illinois, did not enroll Carl Sandburg 
a.i'ter he was thirteen. His first job was driving a milk wagon with Fatty 
s 
Ha.rt. From that time on his jobs shifted rapidly for very often he f'elt 
3 Tbid., page 31. 
-·~-
tho urge to be elsewhere. But he too was learning and absorbing and knowing 
people. The 11 ttle people, the misunderstood people, the people who were so 
often "done" by the bigger people, were his friends. IiJ became a hobo, a 
stagehand, took up railroad construction as his father had done, but he was 
alwo.ys moving. Then oarne the' Spnnish-American Tfnr. Carl Sandburg, aloDg 
with thO · reat of''the young bloods or Galesburv.. enlisted in Company o. And 
he &.a a good soldier• So he learned more about his 11 ttle people in the 
orisis ot war. Then he came baok to Galesbur~ with his mustering-out pay. 
and entered Lombard Colleru>. Ha steered clear or mathematics and leaned to 
' 4 history, EDJ!:lish. J>ublio speaking and dre.matioa. But at the end or his 
4 Detzer, op. oit., page 66 • ... __ ........ _
t'our yoarsi in the spring, he heard the call elsewhere. and he loft 'Without 
his diploma.. Then he started to 11 ve o.nd work and Wl"i te anong his little 
people. 
Arter oollego Sandburg put in two more years or Ttanderlng, 
huntin:,. and tiJltling jobs, learning the smell or printer•a 
ink, trying desperately to write .the thoughts that were 
stirring in him, rubbing elbows with hobos and bums, lia• 
tening, always listening to the slow, sober voice or the 
prairie states. 5 
5 ~' page 66. 
Amy Lowell says of the young Sandburga 
When he was seventee~, Carl Sandburg went West, ror lll1nois 
is east it we halve the continent• Here he worked at his 
t'ather•s old trade of railroad construction, but left it to 
wash .dishes in hotels in Denver and cmaha., bursting out or 
doors to pitch wheat in Kansas. These were the poet's 
Wander~aher, a sort appropr-iate to a big industrial demoo• 
racy." 
6 po.y Lowell, TENDENCIES IN MODERN POETRY. Boughton Mifflin Company, 1917, 
page 205, 
-----.~~--------------------------------~------~--~~----~----
The Sand.bur~ and the Whitman .families could have. compared notes on 
sons. Neither boy aeelll8d ready to sottle down• Walt Whitman was always 
shitting jobs tor no reason. or course, the unpleasant neighbors said he 
wa.s lazy, tor didn•t he spend whole days just riding the terry and lying 
around utlder the trees? Carl Sandburg•• brother, Martin, asked him when he 
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would 1ettle down •. But he didn't have time to ansmr - ho was off again on 
some new ramble to som mw place. The families worried, and then resigned 
themselves to the f'ate of having shiftless sons. 
The love or poetry, gram and full ot noise, filled each or the boys. 
Wa 1 t Whitman used to like to ai t on tho top of a horse oar and shout above 
the rumble ot traffic some sonorous passage from Julius Ceasar. Carl S~nd­
burg u1ed to reoite, no doubt to the astonishment or the milk wagon horses, 
passages trom Gray's Elegy• They both liked to recite from the Bible, and 
Carl Sandburg admits that tor his part tha reoitation from the Love Chapter 
or First Corinthians was tor the sound of the words and not so much for the 
spiritual uplirt. 
The newspaper bug bit thom both early w1 th a lasting ef'feot. The same 
type of bug bit them. They were both interested in poli tios - Whitman in 
the Barnburner element of tho Democratic Party and Carl Sandburg in the 
Sooial-Demoorata. Strangely enough these parties were passing political 
bree zos soon to be no more. There was vigor, earnest des ire when Whitman 
edited the B1t0klyn Eagle and Carl Sandburg wrote for the Day ~· What is 
more, ea.oh wrote what he wished regardless of the popular, powerful opinions 
of tho day. Neither got owr tho surge or the crusading spirit. They nre 
ever ready to lead the way to new reforms. 
6 
War with its horror, its dissipation of progressive energy had a telling 
eff'eot on the livee of' both. The Civil War was the turning point or Whit-
man • s career. Then in the hoepital:-- tents he learned the tenderness and the 
brntherhood and the great.eternal ideas which a poet may learn from a oontliot 
whioh tore hie beloved America apart. ifs knew what blood, agony, and death 
'tmre from the bedside of.' soldiers, Southern and Northern. Carl Sandburg 
learned about Wa.r during the Spanish-American War. In Company C he too 
lec.rned what it meant to die, to be wounded far away from home. In the 
First World War he became a correspondent in Sweden and learned something ot 
the Russians.· During the precent war he has written muoh, felt muoh, and 
tried to mako his America conscious or the prinoiples for which the youthful 
soldiers are dying far away from home. Ee.oh came to oonolusions and wrote 
these thoughts down in their poetry. Their poetry is a thing that breathes 
the breath or lite - peaceful• •varring, exal tad, debased. 
6 
Lite became to each not a mere existenoe to be experienced, but a eymbol 
or the divine, spiritual nature of man •. Spiritual and divine are not theologi• 
oal tenns to these men. Divine expresses certainly an aspect of God, but not 
a God interpreted by any denomination or oreen. Spiritual does not have· to 
do with the sermons preaohed with smugness in tall pulpits. Spirit is a 
live, pulsating forward drive - guiding even the lowest (in conventional 
terms) to great heights or soul attaimnent. Religion is 'Vi tai • but - Whit-
man and Sandburg think that they can be their own priests and ohurohes. 
John Burroughs, the great friend of Walt Whi tman1 says of his- life 1 
It was a poet's life from f'irst to last .. f'reo, unhampered, 
unworldly, unconventional, picturesque, simple, untouohed 
by the oraze of money getting, unselfish, devoted to others, 
and was, on the whole, joyf'ully e.nd oontentedly 11 ved. It 
was a pleased and interested saunter through the world - no 
hurry, no fever, no strir,, henoe no bitterness, no deple-
tion, no wasted energies. 
7 :J-'" 8,,.,.r•"-~~ ;, ~YAN, A STUDY, Roughton U:ifflin Company, 1896, page· 23. 
Poetry -had to ooma out of these two men - "it surged, pushed within than., 
had to mka ,itself manifest. And eo, they wrote poetry not to please the 
ear and the oye, but poetry with a message, an urgent message whioh would 
nc ... be denied• 
A COMPARrSO!T OF POETRY A.:'ID PHILOOOPHY 
It has been said that Walt Whitman is the father of modern American 
poetry. In a more particular sense ho is the inspiration of Cnrl Sandburg's 
verse. In Sandburg's early days he delivered an address on Whitman on a 
Chautauqua oircui t. Whitman always did exci ta him. 
Poetry is e. means to an end and not an end itself. This was the main 
artistic idea or the two poets. Bai 'Li' says that Whitman does 
so little for his subjects that they do not appear to become 
poetry at all. His notion that all emot m.atrioe.1 form was 
what he oalled "lilt," nnd had become unnecessary now that 
poetry is no longer 'written to be sung aloud, but to be read 
silently trom a printed page, n.s partly responsible for . 
this ••• He justly said to Edward Carpenter that "thought" was 
"the first thing" neoessary to poetry: but he knew so little 
of his art that he forced it to be not only the first, but 
the only thing necessary to it. "The two things being equal 
I should prefer to rave the lilt present with the idea: but 
if' I got down my thought and the rhythm was not there I should 
not work to socure it ••• I take a good deal of trouble witg 
words, but what I am af'ter is the content not the music. n 
8 John Bailoy, WALT WBITUA..~, lhomillian Company, Now York, pages 69,70. 
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Although Whitman did strive for meaning rather than musio, he does, at 
times, develop great beauty in his lines. The thesis or his poetry can be 
found in many places in his T.tOrk. In tho poem, Starti3 ~ Paumanok he says a 
I will acknowledge contemporary lands, 
I will .train the whole geography or 'the globe and salute 
courteously every city large and·sma.11, 
And om.ployimnts \' I will put in my poems that with you ia 
heroism upon land and sea, 
And I will r~port all heroiom from an American point ot view. 
I will sing the song of o~a.nionship, 
I will show what alone must finally compact Thase, 
I believo These are to round their own ideal or manly love, 
indicating it in me, 
I will therefore let flame from me the burning tires that 
were threatening to consume, 
I will lift wha~ has too long kept down those ·smolderiDg tires, 
I will give them complete abandoxnent~ 
I will write the evangel-poem or comrades and of love, 
For who but I should understand love with all its sorrow 
~j~ 9 
And who but I should be the poet or oomrades? 
8 
9 Walt Whitman, T..EAVES OF GRASS, Aventine Press, New York, 1931~ page 17, 18· 
Hereafter, this volume will be referred to as LEAVES OF GRASS. 
Here we see that he plans to enoompass the entire world, geographioally 
and spiritually. He is to tell the world or the love whioh will u?U te all 
nien in brotherhood. Ho will tell of the occupations ot the world, oooupa-
tions humble and great, or whioh no worker should be ashamed. Ha will tell 
the world of these things, or the horoism of the oommon man, from the American 
point of' view. The world has too long tried to keep the glorification of the 
oom::ion man down, but he, Walt Whitman, will sing of' the oorn.::i.on man with a. 
tull throated shout. Ha will write the "ovangel-poem." All ot Walt Whit• 
man's poems have that evangelistio tone, for he i"eels that he is coming to 
the world with o. vital message. 
You might say that he had, in raot, all through his lite 
three aubjeots, himself, the average man, and the universe ••• 
The most essential article in the oreed or poetry is faith 
in the ultimate unity of the whole • That fe.i th was the 
very ea senoa of' the Sf(>ri t of Whi 'ban - fa.i th in the one-
ness of the universe. 
10 John Bailey, 21?.• ~·, page 53. 
Whitman wri tee a 
Swiftly arose and spreaci around me the pcaoe am knowledge 
that pass all the e.reu,lll9nt or the earth, 
And I know that the hand of God is the prot:tise of' my own, 
And I know.that the opirit of God is the Brother of my own, 
And that all tho l!len ever born are also my brothers, and 
tho troxne n nw sisters and love rs , 
And that e. kelson of the creation is love, 
And limitless ~re leaves stiff or drooping in tho fields, 
And brown ants in the little wells beneath them, 
Am mossy s oa bs or the Wf P1 fenoe, heap' d stones, elder, 
mullin and poke-weed. 
11 Walt Whitman, op• .!:..!!•, page 33. 
"Mossy scabs," "elder, atones, mullin and poke-weed" are not poetio in 
the oonventional sense, but they carried Whitman•a point, and that was what 
ho was e.fter. Whitman fol t that all thingo or life should be included in 
poetry. Poetry was to carry a message, and if poetry did not include the 
words of' life, both beautiful and ugly. then it wao not worthy of existing. 
Emorson at one tim.o tried to get Whitman to leave somo or the objectionable 
words from. hie poems. Whitman said he could not tnlce away any part of' hia 
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poetry, al though he oould offer no reasons for his decision. Emerson admired 
his position, end they wont orr arm in a.rm to oat a hearty dinner. Whitman 
often did not havo reasons for what ho did, but ho felt, and that was all 
that matterod to him. 
What made him the man and poet ho became was not following 
any hero or mater. but his own pe.ouliar genius which enabled 
him to observe, absorb, and even love all sorta and oondi• 
tions or things and poople, human, animal and vegetable, in 
that hurrying and already orowdod lite of lfow York and its 
neighborhood. And not merely absorb. There was in his 
genius resistance as wall as adaptability, and in spite ot 
his universal in~erests and sympathies he remaif~d an indi• 
vidual, a horotio; a rebel; in a word, him.salt. 
12 John Bailey, 2l?,• ~·, page 14. 
Ona ot Yli"hi't:na.n•s rebel ideas was that anything thnt'he oalled poetry 
beoru:ie poetry just beonuse ha said it was. He oo~ld usa any lariguage - it 
would still be poetry. 
Pootry, unlike ordinarJ oonversation or a para.graph in a 
newspaper, has as its business to appeal to the imagina• 
ti on and the om.otions. tanguago which loaves them dry 
and oold may do very well for the giving ot information .. 
for the transaction of trado, ~i the inquiries of soienoes 
but it will not do tor poetry. 
13 ~·· page 84. 
An example of this is part of Sa lut ~ Monde i 
I am a real Parisian, 
I am a habitant of Vienna, St. Petersburg, Berlin, Con• 
s tantinop le, 
I ant of Adelaide, Sidney, Melbourne, 
I am of London, lhnohester.. Bristol, Edinburg, Limerick, 
I am of Madrid, Cadiz, Barcelona; Oporto; Lyons; Brussels, 
Berne; Frankfort, Stuttgart; Turin; Florence• 
I beloi:ig in Kosoow, Craoow; Warsaw; or northward to 
Christiania or Stockholm; or in Siberian Irkutsk; 
or in SODE &troet in Iceland; 14 
I deoend upon all those cities and rise from them again• 
14. Walt Whitman, S?.• ~·· page 145. 
Thia is a mighty array of oi ties ot Europe whioh Whi tma.n knew only 
through the geography books. They; placed one after another in UJ:1Ss simi• 
lar to those of poetry, does not mean that they aro poetry. It looks as it 
Whitman went through a geography, listing a number or cities which happened 
to oatoh his eye. Some o.f the cities probably mean more to us - Frankfort,, 
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Stuttgart, Turin, Moscow, Craoow, Berlin,, London, Ya.nohester, Brussels, Berne -
they are the names trom the frequent communiques whioh flashed across our 
newspapers in the le.at year. TbJre is to us the grim satisfaction or a 
victory won - at gigantic cost, materially and physically - . there is the 
inspiration or heroic deeds done without hesitation - but to Whitman they 
were no more than the munes of' cities out or a geography. There were none 
ot the things he him.self' 1rlBiated on for poetry in those lines and many 
other lines. In the Pre.t'aoe to the 1865 edition of LEAVES OF GRASS 'Whitman 
sayai 
The greatest poet forms the consistence or what is to be 
from what has been and b. He drags the dead out of their 
oottins and stands them again on their feet - he says to 
the past, Rise and walk before me that I may realize you. 
He learns the lesson ••• he places himself' where the .t'uture 
becomes present. The greatest poet does not dazzle his 
rays over cha.re.oter and scenes and passions ••• he tine.Uy 
ascends and finishes all ••• he exhibits the pinnaoles that 
no man oan tell what they are for or what is beyond ••• he 
glows a moment on the extremest verge• He is most wonder-
f'ul in his last halt-hidden smile or f'rown ••• by that 
flash or the moment of parting the one that sees it shall 
be encouraged or terrified afterwards for many years. 
The greatest poet does not moralize or make application 
ot morals ••• he knows the soul. The soul has that measure-
less pride whioh consists in never acknowledging any les• 
sons but its own. But it has sympathy as measureless as 
its pride and the one balanoos the other and neither oan 
stretch too tar while it stretohea in oompe.ny with the 
other. The imnost seorets or art sleep in the twain. 
The greatest poet has lain oloae betyixt both and they 
are vital in hie style and though ta. 
16 Walt Whitman, LEAVES OF GRASS, Doubleday Doran and Company, 1940, page 
246. 
Hero we see that Whitme.r: t'alt that poetry ought to lave a definite 
emotional value. The poet ought to tell his readers the eternal verities 
ot lite. In the section f'rom Salut ~Mondo 'Whitman did nothing of' the 
sort. 
Whitman oan be oritioized much, but also there is tnuch praise 'Which 
must be given to him• Say what l'ie may about the lack or artistry in some 
of his work, the orudities of his expressio~. the arrogant egotism, the 
ever present •I, • all these cannot detraot from the powerful of'feot he baa 
had upon poets, tho thoughts he has generated. Whitman says agai» ·h• hh 
1865 Pref'aoet 
The 111esso.gea of' great poets to eaoh man and woman are, 
Come to us on equal terms, Only then oan you understand 
us, We ·ere not better than you, What we enclose you en• 
oloae, What we enjoy you ma.y enjoy. Did you suppose 
there could be only one Supreme? We affirm there are 
unmunbered Supremes, and that one does not oountervail 
anoiher any more than one eyesight aountervails another 
••• and that men oan be good or grand only or the con-
sciousness or their supremacy within them. What do you 
think is the grandeur ot storms and dismemberments and 
the deadliest battles and wreaks and tbs wildest fury 
or the elements and the power or the sea and the motion 
of' nature and of' the throes of'. human desires and dignity 
and hate and love? It is that something in the soul 
whioh says, Rage on, Whirl on, I tread master hero and 
everywhere, Master or nature and pusion and of 'the 
shatter or tho sea, Master of nature aig passion end 
death, And ot all terror and all pain. 
16 ~·· page 352. 
Whitman auooeeded in his efforts. When he came oloseat to his de.f'ini-
tion or the greatest poet, he wrote the greatest poetry. Be in his beat 
11 
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passages felt unafraid or lite, he teaohes that all men are of equal worth. 
Whitman does become master ot a.11 which surround&, him. The famous and lovely 
passage trom the SONG OF MYSELF: 
A child said~.!.:!,~ grass? tetohiDg it to me with 
full hands, 
How could I answer the ohild? I do not know what it is 
any more than he. 
I guess it must ba th~ !"lag of my disposition, out ot 
hopeful green stuff woven. 
Or I guess 1 t is the handkorchie.f ot the Lord 
A scented girt and retiembrance designedly dropt, 
Bearing the owner's nsme somewhere in the corners, that 
we may aee and remark, aDd say Whose? 
Or I guess the grass is itself a child, the produced babe 
ot th!t vegetation. 
Or I guess it is a uniform hieroglyphio, 
And it means, Sprouting alike in broad zones and narrow 
zones, 
Growing among blaok folks e.s among white, 
Kanuck, Tuckahoe, Congressman, Cuff, I give them the same, 
I receive them tho same. 
Tenderly will I use you curling grass, 
It may be you transpire from the breasts of young men, 
It I:la.Y be ii' I hnd known them I would have lovod them, 
It may be you are from old people, or from offspring, 
taken soon out of their mothers• laps, 
And here you are the mothers• laps. 
Thia grass is very dark to be from the white heads of 
old mothers, 
Darker than the colourless beards of old men, 
Dark to oome .from under the faint red roofs of mouths• 
O I peroieve artel' all so many uttering tongues, 
And I peroeive they do not oome f'rcm the roofs of mouths 
for nothing. 
I wish I could translate the hints about the dead young 
men and women, 
And the hints about old men and mothers. and the o.t't'sprim: 
taken soon out or their laps. 
They are alive and well somewhere, 
The smallest sprout shows there is really no death, 
And 11' ever the re was it led t'orward to lif'e and does not 
wait at the end to arrest it, 
And oeas•d the moment li:f'e appear'd• 
All goes onward and outward nothing ,oollapses, 
And to die t~ dif't'erent trom what anyone suppooed, and 
luckier. 
17 Walt Whitman, 21?.• ~·· page 33, 34. 
Whitman hae included in this passage the t.liinga which make lite a. 
ohallenge - ohildhood and its wonder. God and tho message or omnipresence, 
universal brotherhood· and its implications, death and ita universality, and 
finally a. great burst or faith - "To die is ditterent from what anyone sup• 
posed, and luckier." Here we soe that Whi tma.n did oome olose to his def'ini-
tion or a great poet, tor he is writing vital meHages to men and women. 
Whitman .f'urther expresses hia poetic ideas in the 1856 Edition Prefaces 
The art of art, the glory ot expres aion and the sunshine 
ot the light of lettora is simpli,:1:'.;y. Nothing is better than 
simplicity •• nothing oan make up for exoeas or tor the laok 
or detini tenesa. To carry on the heave ot impulse and pierce 
intellectual depths and give all subjects their articulation 
are powers nei thar common or very unoomon. But to speak in 
literature with the preteot reotitude and insouoianoe ot thtt 
movements or animals and the unimpoaohablenese of the aenti-
tn.ent ot the trees in the wooift and grass by the road side is 
the flawless triumph ot art. 
18 Walt Whitman, .QP • ill• , page 2 54. 
lS 
This he achieved in a masterly fashion. & spoke of the simple things • 
the graaa, the child, the mother and her baby, the old man's w!:1ite beards -
these are the e-voryday things or life. Walt l'ihitman made them into great 
poetry. 
Henry Seidel Canby says of' the language which Whitman used to make the 
poems ot sinple, every day litet 
The old poetic language would not aay what he wanted to say, 
and the old metres would not carry. Th$.s he says explioi tly 
later, tolling how hard he worked to get literary convention 
out of his poems bo.f'ore •he was ready to publish. He was to 
be indirect, suggestive, symbolic (though he would not have 
used that word.) He was to make his poems bo soma thing as 
well e.s say sotn.ething •. And he was to do this by projecting 
himsolr as a' simple. separate person:; who 'nevertheless is 
representative and can idontii'y with all or you or any man 
or woman.· It must have been very diff'ioul t and oonfusi ng 
for a. good journalist aooustomed to say what he maant si1t1ply, 
olearly. · Now it is what he substantially is, or what hia 
soul is, that is ·demanding words, and ffrt soul has dilo.ted 
until it desires to speak for Amerioa. 
19 Henry Seidel Canby, WALT WHITMAN. AN AMERICAN', Houghton Mif'i"lin Company, 
1943, page .. 94. 
Other oritios have voioed their opinions. Ho.volook Ellis sayss 
Whi "tman represents, for the first tiioo since Chrlatianity 
swept over the world, the re-integration, in a sane and 
wholehearted form, of' tho instincts of the entire man, and 
therefore he ~~ a signi.t'ioanoe whioh we oan scarcely 
over-estimate. 
20 Havelock Ellis, THE lmll SPIRIT, Boni and Liveright, page so. 
John Bailey says1 
Simplioity, uni~ersality, vitality, those were tho very notes 
which he thought he was now striking as no one had ever atruclc 
them boi'ore; and what bottor emblem could be f'W,tnd ot one and 
all or them than just the grass of the fields? 
21 John Bailey. op. oit., page 134. 
--
Burrough~ said of his arts 
Art is oonrn.ensurate With the human spirit •• Art has one prin-
oiple, one mm ••• To produoo an impression, a powerful impres-
sion, no ms.ttor by what means, or if it be by reversing all 
t.1te oannon of taste nnd oritioism •••. He muld give us more · 
of the man, a fuller measure ot ?rsonal, oonorete, h\UllAn 
qualities, than any poet before him• He strips away the arti-
t'ioia.l wrappings and i llusiona usual in poetry am relies 
entirely upon the mtive and intrinsio ... Whittm.n•s :relation · 
to art, then, is primary, and i'undamontal, just aa his rela-
tions to religion, to culture, to politics, to demooraoy, 
are primary and fundamental - through his emotio~i• his soul, 
and not merely through his tools, his intelleot. 
22 John Burroughs, ~ !:..'!!•, pages 105, 106, 127. 
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All of these authorities agree that Walt Whitman was writing emotioDally 
for the tundn.JMntal thint;a or lti'e. & felt that nan was tho greatest thing 
in the world. ma emphasis was on humnity and not on the metre or rhythm 
of his poetry. Technique was not so important as the message. 
There have been long and heated discussions of i'Vhi tme.n'a t.h.ythm., rhyme, 
and metre. ·Some say he hasn't any; others say that he me.lees up tor it all 
in his style and his message. It all depends on what you are looking tor. 
Whitman wanted to write a new literature for a mw- country. He we.a demo-
cratio to the extent that he thou~ht poetry should be freed from foreign 
domination, and therefore from the old, established metres. He was not 
writing to f'ulfill toohnical poetic standards: his were poems dealing with 
matters of the soul. 
Whitman found the poetry of America in almost unive·rsal 
bondage to certain too popular me -~i-01s, generally in-
herited from England. He began by writing in them him-
self and wrote nothing of the smallest value. Then h~3 swept forward to his sudden and complete deliverance. 
23 John Bailey, ~· ~·, pago 95. 
The rhythm. or Whitman is "highly individual, yet it is clearly related 
24 
to other well-recognized modes or impassioned literary expression." It ia 
24 Bliss Perry, WALT WHITMAN, HIS LIFE AND WORK, Houghton Mifflin Company, 
aeoond edition, revised 1906, page 88. 
thought that one of the most important intluenoos on the rhythm of Whitman 
was th:J Bible. The Bible was the poetry of the oomnon people in Whitma.n•a 
day, and unoonsoiously he used these ancient verse forms to express hie new 
literature. 
~ dismissed without ceremony all the orthodox aoooutrements, 
traps, verbal haberdashery, "feet," and the entire atook in 
trade of rhyme-talking heroes and heroines e.nd all the love-
siok plots of customary poetry, and constructs his verse in 
a loose and free metre of his own, or an irregular length or 
lines, epparently lawlesa at first perusal, although on oloser 
examination a certain regularity appears, like the recurrance 
of lesser and larger waves on the sea-shore·, roll1f§ in 1'i th-
out intermission, and .f'itfUlly rising and felling. 
15 
25 ~·• pages 87,88. 
26 Canby a aye that Whitman used "emotiomlited speech." Certainly we 
26 H. S • Canby, op. cit •• page 309 • 
. --
teel the surge ot power in hitr lilldB and feel the poetry. Perhaps the word, 
~ ia the es sonce of Whi ttlan' s poetry (or lf!l.ck of poetry, depending on 
which side of the fence your literary mind may be). In tho ~· of the 
Answorer 'Whi tme.n gives his poetic credo: 
All this time and at all times wait the m>rds of true poems, 
The words of true poems do not-merely please, 
The true poets are not followers of beauty but the august 
masters or beautyJ 
The grea tm s s of sons is the exudi ng ot the greatness of' 
mothers and fathers, 
The words of true poems are the tuft and final applause of 
science. 
Divine instinct, breadth of vision, the law of reason, health, 
rudeness of body, wi thdrawness, 
Gayety, sun-tan, air-sweetness, such are the words of poems. 
The aailor and .traveler underlie the maicer of poema, the 
Answerer, 
The builder, geO!lleter, chemist, anatomist, phrenologist, 
artist, all these underlie the maker ot poems, tho 
Answerer• 
The words of the true poems give you more than poems, 
They give you to for.n for yourself poems, religions, 
politics, war, peace, behavior, histories, essays. 
-daily life, and every thing else. 
They balanoe ranks, colors, raoos, oreods, and the sexes, 
They do not seis't bea'.!'°':y, the:r ~.re sought, 
Forever touching them or close upon them follolTS beauty, 
longing, fain, love-siok, 
They prepare for death, yet they .are not the f'i ni sh, but 
rather the O'~t~ct_, 
They bring none to his or her terminus or to be content 
and .full, 
Whom they take they take into space to behold the birth 
of stars, to learn one of the meanings. 
To launch oft with absolute faith, to sweep ilft"ough the 
ceaseless rings and never be quiet again. 
27 Wa.lt Whitrne.n, 2£.• ~·· page 174. 
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The task which Whitman· gives to all poets and to him.self' is an immense om. 
However, Whi tma.n does not shirk it. Even though we sometimes see ludiorous. 
examples or his trying to enoornpass this task, all in all Whitman f!uooeeds 
very well. Certainly there is poetry and inspiration in the lines a "Whom 
they. take they. take into space to behold the birth of' stars, to learn one or 
the meanings, to launoh of'!' with absolute f'a1th,, to sweep through the oeare-
leaa rings and never be quiet again." 
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The First Edi ti.on or LEAVES OF GRASS was published in 1855. Carl Smid• 
burg published his first poetic volume in 1904. Nearly fifty years JllBkes a 
great difference in a. rapidly expanding country. Whi tms.n published his poems 
w1 th no name on the t'ronti spieoe. Sandburg's IN RECKLESS ESOTABY was pub• . 
lished in the basement printing-shop of' hie English professor. The book ot 
verse waa not really important, but it was a beginning. This proteHor -.~ 
Phi lip Green Wright, and he says s 
I do not remember that there was anything pa.rtioularly dis-
tingushed in his appearanoe; anything, tha·t ia, to suggest 
inoipient genius. HB looked like one of the "proleta.riate" 
rather than one of the "intelleotuals" ••• it' I may use the 
two terms with whioh our sooialist friends assume to p~geon• 
hole all their fellow :nen ••• just a rough featured, healthy 
boy, possessed or indomitable energy. and buoyanoy of ep!ri t. 
But it is just these rough .featured boys whose faoes take 
on with the yea.rs the impress or that 1ndef'inabie quality 
we oall oharaoter. I suppose the "god within" oan achieve 
more lasting re~ijlts wit.~ granite and bronze than with 
olo.y and putty. 
28 Karl Detzer, op. oit., pages 54, 55· 
--
The first of'f'ort oi' a poet is no standard by which to judge his later work. 
So we cannot pause too long with this f'irst volumo, but it 
is ana'Wkwa.rd, earnest Sandburg grasping tor ideas, feeling, 
tor words, seeking a oure tor the injustioes his eyes had 
aeon in his hobo wanderings. It is a Sandburg with an un• 
steady, untrained·, but lusty voioe, shouting hia2~ope tor 
a better lif'e in a better world for all mankind. 
29 Ibid., page 63. 
-
At the• beginning or his career Carl Sandburg stated his poetic ideas, 
and he has oontinued to follow that course. A. number or critics bevm.il hit 
rude realism. Among them is Amy Lowell. She says a 
Judged from the standard of' pure e.?'t, it is a pity that so 
much of Mr· Sandburg's work oonoerns itself with entirely 
ephemeral phenomena. The problems of' posterity will be 
other than those which claim our attention. 
I would like to interrupt Miss Lowell "here to say that to my way or thinkb1g 
Sandburg is not writing for posterity; his is an urgent message whioh cannot 
wait for posterity. 
Art, mturo, hunanity, are eterml. But the minimwn 198.ge 
[which is very important if' man is to live to enjoy poetryj 
wi 11 probably matter as li ttlo to the twenty-seoond oentury 
as it did to the thirteenth, although for different reasons ••• 
53 is a lyrio poet, but the lyrist in him has a hard time 
to make itself' heard above the brawling or 'the market place ••• 
It is dangerous to give a final v~raiot on oontempory art. 
All that one can safely say of' Mr. Sandburg's work is that 
he contains touches of great and original beauty, and what-
ever posterity may feel about it taken rmroly as poetry, it 
cannot rail to hold its plaoe to stud~5ts or this peri~d as 
a necessary link in an endless ohain• 
30 Amy Lowell, op. cit•, pages 231, 2i2 • 
. --
Let Carl. Sandburg tell you what he is not in his Sketch.£!:.!_~ in 
GOOD MORNING A?ERICA1 
Ba wastes time walking and telling the air, "I am superior 
even to the wind•" 
On several proud days he has addressed the wide ciroum• 
ambient atmosphere, "I e.m. the wind myself." 
~ has poet•s 1.4.oenoP 4-11-44; he got it even before writing 
of' those "silver bugs that oome on the sky without warn-
ing every evening." 
He stops for the buzzing of bumblebees on bright Tuesdays 
in any sumroo~· ?J1,c?:th1 he performs with a penoil all alone 
among dune oat-tails, amid climbing juniper bushes, nota-
tions, rivaling the foot traoks or anxious spiders; he 
finds mioe homos under beach logs in the sand and pur-
sues inquiries on how the mice have one room for bed-
room, dining,.room. sitting-room and how they· have no 
front poroh where they sit publically and watch passers• 
by. 
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He asks himsolf, "Who elso is the emperor or auoh elegant 
English? Who else has slipped so often on perlloua 
banana· peels and yet lived to. put praise or banana 
peels on sonorous pages?" 
One mimite he aoouses God of' having started the world on a 
shoestring; the mxt minute he exeoutes a simple twit:t 
ot the wrist end a alight motion or the hand and insinu-
ates those bones will rise again. 
Yet he· wastes time walking and telling the air, "I em 
superior to t~e rind." or on proud days, "I e.m the 
wind myself•. n~l 
:51 Carl Sandburg, GOOD MORNIUG, AMERICA, H'Aroourt Brace and Company, 1928, 
page 84. 
Wo see that Sandburg speaks in the language of' the oom."!lon man just as 
Whitman. Perhaps Sandburg is truer to the vernaoular than Whitman, because 
we find none of' the "al lons" and "respondez vuuse" ,n. th which °Whi trn.an some-
tiDDB olutters his verse. Sandburg 
says "drum" and "hell" and "ain't" and "gink" however - Re 
speaks of "bums," though, and "oon mn" and "bunks hooters." 
This is no pose. He usos tho words baoauso they reflect 
his frame of mind and mirror his hatred of' pretenoe and 
his impationoe with artineso. No matter how many millions 
of. books he sells, to Sandburg a bum will always be a bU!ll., 
a hobo remain a hobo, never beoomas even for poetry's sake' 
a· "vagabond.n33 
33 Karl Detzer .. ~· ~., page 24. 
Carl Sandburg is interested in helping young poets. In a letter to a 
young poet we have soma or the 'things he oonsidered necessary to poetry. 
In. the poetry g'lme ynu throw a mean ball. At your best 
you ain't afraid of' wild riding ••• You go your owri way. 
You ride whatever horses you want to. You will go here 
and there and see what the best and the worst have in 
style and teohn~'l, thmne'l; ••• and after that you go your 
own way. You will be in danger very likely at any time 
you listen seriously to dos, does atrJ dam, saying you 
must looksee about dis or dat. Listen, yes, and listen 
again and do a lot or listom.ng and rebuke yourself' about 
your listening and pray often that you may bo a better 
listener. You may be advised you must not for instanoe. 
listen to shadows, for how can shadows speak? This is 
where the eyes must join the ears for listening, fo~ the 
19 
eyaa father the pantomi.tm38 or the shadows and there haw 
rolling thunders iaaea tor a few crooks and orosses or 
singiDg fingers. And anyhow and anyhoo shadows deal in 
whispers. Successful oontradiotiona ot this thesis can• 
not be maintained. The taot stands. And the tact is 
immeasureably important oan it be verified. On this the 
poets and politicians can have a bowl or chili in peaoe 
and unieratanding. Shadows deal in whispers. Bluebirds 
burnish their wings with worms they eat. Poets cry their 
hearts out. If they don't they ain't poets. Subs is tance 
won from sharing grief is what? Sorrows they blend them-
aelvea with.sorrows and wryly and bitterly shoot the works 
or sorrow. Out ot it once in a while some music, oompanion-
ship, stately oonaolationa. Every good Bach liatemr ia a 
minature Baoh. Else Back couldn't get by. You have much 
to go on. You are lioenaed to the latest' slang, "is every-
thing under control?" Beware ot proud words, sweet gal. 
On this road you go on lonely and at oost. My prayers 
are that many stre,ths be yours, new and herder things 
tor the old always. 4 
34 ~., pages 149., 150. 
8're we see that Sandburg thought that poetry ia a thing to be lived 
as well as felt. Poetry is not an intangible theoretical thing. At the 
beginning of the volume GOOD MORNING, AMERICA, Sandburg has listed Detini• 
ti ons ot Poetry. 
Poetry is an art practiced with the terribly plastic 
material or human language. 
Both Whitman and Sandburg thought that the language of poetry ought to 
be the language of' the people. Of course this idea. oan be carried to the 
extreme, carried to the point where there is no longer any poetry and only 
the words or average man talking ot trivial things. Whitman expresses the 
idef. at it3 'Lest in a ver¥ pleasing way in.!.!!!!!: America Singing a 
I hear America singing, the varied carols I hear, 
Those or mechanics, each one Binging his a.a it should 
be blithe and strong, 
The carpenter singing his as he measures his plank or beam. 
The mason singing his as he makes ready tor work, or leaves 
o!'t work:, 
The boatman singing what belong to him in his boat, the 
deckhand singing on the steamboat deok,· 
The shoemaker a inging as he si ta on his bench, the hatter 
singing as he stands, 
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The wood-outter's song, the ploughboy's on his way in the 
morning, or at noon intermission or at sundown, 
.The delioious si·nging or the mottler or of the young wite 
at work, or of the girl sewing or washing, 
Eaoh si~iug what. belongs to the dfl.y • at night the ·party 
ot young fellows, robust,· friendly, 35 Singing with open mouths their strong melodious songs. 
36 Walt Whi'bnan, ~··2.!:!:·• page 11. 
Here Whitman covers every type of man and woman, and each is singing 
the song which belongs to his work or station. Sandburg writes perhaps 
more in the language of. the cozmnon tnan1 
aw nuts aw go peddle yer papers 
where did ja oop dat moDkeyt'a.ce 
jeez ja see dat·•skirt 
did ja glom dat moll 
who was tellin you we wuz brudders 
h0T1 cc'!lle ya get on dis side deh street 
go home and tell yer m.udder she want yuh 
chase yer shadder aroun deh corner 
yuh come to me wid a lot uh arkykalcarky. 
a bing in the bean fer you heah 
how come ya get on dis side deh street 
go home and· get yer umbrell~r washed 
·den get yer race lifted 
dis corner is mine - see - dis corner is mine 
gwan ja tink ya gonna get dis f'm me fer nuttin 
nobody gets nuttin ter nuttin 
gwan monkeyface peddle yer papers 36 
yer can't kiss yer1elf in here dis is all fixed 
36 Carl Sandburg, THE PEOPLE, YES. Harcourt Braoe Company, 1936, pages 
130, 131. 
This is not the America we like to think about speaking, but it is a part, 
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a. vital part or our count:-y. Walt Whitme.n and Carl Samburg think: that 
nothing in the way of language ought to be exoluded from poetry just because 
it is unbeautit'ul. They believe that beautiful language is or no consequence 
in poetey unless ·that language carries with it a message. The language of 
the man of the streets,. or the mechanic, of the young mother has its place 
in poetey because that language carries with it a message, it must be in-
cluded in the "terribly plastic material of human lan~age." 
Poetry is the roport or a nuanoe between two moments• 
when the people aay "listen•" and "did you see it?" 
"Did you hear it?n "What was it?" 
Poetry to both these men must answer questions about lite, reasons tor 
man. Why, For What Reaaon'l In THE PEOPLE, YES, Sandburg aay11 
The people is· a lighted believer and hoper - and is thie 
to be held agRinat them? 
The panderera and ohea.tera are to !~s:ve their way in 
trading on these lights or the people? 
Not always, no,, not always, for the people is a knower, 
too • 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .• ,, . 
The people a knower whose knowing grows by what it 
teeds on 
The people wanting to know more, wanting. 
The birds of the air a.Iii the f'J.sh of the sea lee.'119 oft 
where man begins • 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
The people learn, unlearn, learn, 
a builder, a wreoker, a builder again, 
a juggler or shitting puppets. 
In so few eyebUnka 
In transition lightning streaks, 
the people project midgets into giants~ 
the people shrink titans into dwarts.3 
37 Ibid., page 223. 
-
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The people. says Sandburg, are trampled down by bullies, by the bigger people 
trying to get something tor nothing. But the people have hope, they are a. 
"lighted believer." Theywill not always be oheated, for thsy·are a "knower" 
too. They have to learn the lessons of life through destruction, but it ia 
only the people who can make giants of small ones among them, and only the 
people who oan shrink the big ones into midgets. 
Walt Whitman in ,!!l ~ Ontario's Shores asks questions of his people. 
He tries to awake them to the knowledge that they must learn the lessons ot 
life from living courageously. People should not be oontent to know what 
has been known before. They should "leap from their seats ard oontend for 
their lives." They should find the answers to questions not by looking in 
books, but by aearohing tor them. 
Piety and conformity to them· that like, 
Peace, obesity, e.llegianoe, to them, that like, 
I am. he 1'ilo tauntingly 00?11p9ls men, women, nations 
Crying, Leap f'l"om your seats and oontend for your lives' 
I am he who walks the States with a barb(d· tongue, 
questioning every one l meet, 
Who are you that wanted to be told what you knew beto~eT 
Who are you that'we.nted only a book to join you in your 
nonsense? 
(With pangs and orbs as thine own O bearer ot many 
children, 
These clamors wild to a race ot pride, I give.) 
0 lands, would be freer than all that has ever been 
before? 
It you would be treer than all that has been before, 
ooms listen to me. 
Fear graoe, elegance, civilization, deliaatesse, 
Fear the nvtllow sweet, t.11e sucking of honey-juice. 
Beware or the advancing mortal ripening or Nature, 
Beware what preceeg~ the decay ot the ruggedness of 
states am men. 
38 Walt Whi'bnan, op. cit., pages 348, 349. 
--
Poetry b not just to be beautiful then, it is to· oarry a message to the 
people about themselves. 
Poetry ia the tracing the trajeotories ot a tinite 
sound to the ini'inite points of its echoes. 
This def'ini tion f'ollows closely the detim ti on quoted above. Man i• a 
tini te thing it we just talce his physical being, but when we consider the· 
soul element, ·the spiritual element, then we get into the realm or the in• 
finite. ?.tisio is finite in the earJSe that tho notes are written on paper. 
but the· epiri t of' music lcnows no boundaries. Samburg exproHea this idea. 
in THE PEOPLE, YES, in this ways 
The police and constables holding everyone of' thom ei thor 
as lawbreakel' or lawabiding, 
The fi~erprint expert swears no one or them ever ho.1 
.fiDgel" linings. and oirolings the sam, 
Tho handwriting oxpertr.swears no one of thom ever wri tea 
his name twice the same. way. 
To the grocer and the banker they are customers, depositors, 
investors. 
The poli tioian counts thom as voters~ the newspaper editor 
as .readers, the gambler as suckers. 
The priest holds each one as an immortal soul in the oare 
of Almighty God. 
'Who do you think you are 
and where do you think you came from? 
From toenails to the hair of your head you are 
mixed of the earth, of' the air, 
or compounds ·equal to the burning gold and amethyst lights 
or the lbuntains of the Blood of Christ at Se.nta Fe • 
. . . . . . . . . . ,. ..... 
You are a walking drug store and also a cosmos a:od a 
phantasmagoria treading a 1oll8some valley, one of 'the 
people, one of the minions and myrmidons who would like 
an answer to the question, "Who and what are you?"39 
39 Carl Samburg, ~· 2.!!•, page 61. 
Whitman gives his poetio answer too. ·In To You he says a 
--
Whoever you are:. I fear you are walking the walks of dreams, 
I fear these supposed realities are to melt from under your 
feet aDd hands, 
Even now your features, joys, epeeoh, house, trade, manners, 
troubles, follies, costume, ori~es, dissipate away from 
you,, 
Your true soul and body appear botore me 
They stand forth out or artairs, out of oonmeroe, shops, 
work, tarms, clothes, the house, buiang, selling, 
eating, drinking,, sUffering,, dying. 0 
40 Walt Whitman, .££• ~·· page 241. 
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To both poets man is more ,than meets the eye. Life is finite - and infinite. 
Otten we do not know ·what goes on around us. We ask questions about lite. 
Carl Sandburg and Walt Whitman think that the business of' the poet ia to help 
searoh tor the answers. 
Poetry is a aeries or explanations or life fading oft into 
horizons too swift for explane.tions. 
Although Whi tme.n and Samburg undertook to explain life, there were 
things whioh they oould not explain. Poetry was to them the attempt to put 
these unexplainablee into verse so that those who read the poems might attempt 
to urxlerste.nd. Carl Sandburg expl'esses some of the myaterios about life, 
man, unexplainables this way. He ca.lls the poem Precious Momenta 1 
Bright vocabularies are transient as rainbows, 
Speech requires blood.and air to make it. 
Before the -word comes off the end of the tongue, 
While the diaphra.mas of flesh negotiate the word, 
In the moment or doom when the word forms 
It is born, alive, registering an imprint -
Afterward it is a mum.."lj', a dry i'aot, done and gone. 
The "Warning holds yet: Speak now or forever hold 
your peaao. 
Eooe homo had meanings 1 Behold the ll:l.n l Look at Him. l 
~e ·lives and spoelcs l41 
41 Carl Sandburg, GOOD MORNING, AMERICA, page 239. 
Whitman in Beginnors follows the same idea.a 
How they are provided for upon the earth, (appearing in 
intervals.) 
How dear am dreadful they are to the earth, 
How they inure to themselves as much aa to any - what a 
paradox appears their age, 
How people respond to them, yet know them not, 
How there is something relentless in their fate all times, 
How all tines misehoose the objects of' their lldulatio~ 
and reward,·. 
And how the same inaxorable4erioe must still be paid for the same great purchase. 
~2 Walt Whitman, op. oit., page a. 
--
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Poets are to explain - but there are sotm things which defy explanation. 
Poetry then becomes the medium through which men and poets try to catoh a 
gleam. of meaning. It may be just a glimmer far a.wayJ nevertheless, poetry 
11 there mapping the way. 
Poetry is any page trom a sketchbook or outlines of a door-
knob with thumb-prints or dust. blood, dreams. 
All of those definitions point the fa.ct that poetry is a living thing -
never just a technique or expression a.lone. Whitman and Sandburg put into 
their poems all the sweat, blood, and tears which lite presented to them. 
The wars of their lives have colored red many or their verses. Man's effort 
to earn his brand has g1 ven the smell or sweat to their work. The dreams ot 
nankind which lead to an upward path to final glory have added the sheen ot 
moonlig:1t. These three'- dust, ·blood, dreams - may be found over and over 
in the poems. ··Flip through LEAVES OF GRASS to the Wound-Dressert 
Soldier ·alert l arrive af'te~ a long march oover'd with 
neat and dust, 
In the nick or time, I oome, plunge into the fight, 
loudly shouting in the rush or suooessf'ul charge, 
Enter the . oaptur 'd works .. yet lo, like a swift runniug 
riverithey fade, 
Pass and are gone they fade - I d~H not on sold~.ers' 
perils or joys, 
(Botli- I ramem.ber well - tnanr ot the hardships, f'ew ot the 
joys. yet I was content.) 
But in silence, in dreams• projections, 
While the world or gain and appearance and mirth goes on 
So eoon what is over forgotten, and waves wash ihe im• 
prints orr the sand, 
With hinged knees returning I enter the doors, (while for 
you up the re, 
Whoever you are, follow w1 thout noise and be or strong 
heart.) 
Bearing the bandages, water and sponge, 
Straight and swift to my wounded I go,, 
Where they lie on the ground after the battle brought in, 
Where their priceless blood redden~ the grass on the 
ground, 
Or to the rows or the hospital tent, or under the ·root'' d 
hospital, 
To the long rows or cots up and down each side I return, 
To eaoh and al 1 one after another I draw noar • not one 
do I mias, 
An attendant follows holding a tray, he oarr1es a. refuse 
pail 
Soon to be f'ill'd wi4% clotted rags and blood, emptied, 
and rill'd again. 
43 Walt Whitman, S?.• 2.!!:,•, pages 317, 318. 
Whitman 1'as given ua here a graphic picture of the horrors ot war. But 
with. it he baa given also the picture of -tenderness with which he tended 
his wounded. Viar na reve.r a thing to be glorified. But the great dreams 
go on. The doorknob has thumbprints of aweat and blood - but dreams too. 
Carl Sandburg writes .Amon.; ~ ~ ~ "After waking at dawn one morning 
nen the wind sang low among dry leaves in an elm." 
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Among the 1'9d guns, 
In the hearts or soldiers 
Running free blood 
After the long, long campaigns 
Droams go on. 
Among the leather saddlef1 
In the heads or BO ldiers 
Heavy 1 n the wraoks and kills 
or all straight i'i{;hting•. 
Dreams go on. 
Among the hot muzzles, 
In the hands of s oldiere 
Brought from flesh-folds or llDmen • 
sort amid the blood and crying .. 
In all your hearts and heads 
Among "tho guns and 1addles and muzzles i 
Dreama, 
Dreams go on, 
Out or ttle dead on their baoks, 
Broken and no use any mores 44 
Dreams or the way end the end go on. 
44 Carl . Sandburg, CHICAGO POEMS• page 87. 
1'hese men found their· poetry would be nothing unless they put into it 
all the feelings, the emotions or their times - and they inoluded everything 
pleasant or unpleasant, elevating or degrading, which made up their timea. 
Poetry is a type-font design or an alphabet or run, 
hate, love, death, 
The .word~ has been used many times in this discussion, but that 
attribute or lite-likeness is the constant object ot striving of Whitman 
and Sandburg. Unless the words and the thoughts were breathing the breath 
of lite •. they ooulrl not b~ used in poetry• : ;"Fun, Hate, Love, Death" - all 
are th-a words of lite• They are the hallmarks or life. · The idea that 
"poetry is a type-font" appeals to both of those newspaper men. 
Poetry is the oilenoa and speech l;)etwo~n a wet struggling 
root or a. flower am a sunlit blossom of that flo"tSr. 
It has been said that l'lh,itman chose LEAVES OF GRASS for his title ot 
his book because grass 11as the symbol of many things for which he stood. 
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Graea was common, humble, and grew in the ye.?"ds or everyone, whether they 
were rioh or poor, whethor they were blaak or. white. The grass had not 
beauty as did the brilliant flowers, it was retiring, without pretense. Ita 
roots wnnt doep in almost any kind or soil. It spread under almost any oon-
di tiona • So he uued it as the name of' his book. Carl Sandburg is interested 
in the symbolism ot grass also. He uses grass as the genius or a number ot 
his poems.: .Both of' these rren saw~at out of tho ugly comes the beautiful. 
Without evil there is no· good, o.nd there is no ,evil '.wt thout good. There oan 
be no flowers without 199t, ungn.i nly, slimy roots. Poetry is the mysterious 
oomnunioation of. the root and the flower. The roots talce the sap f'rom the 
dirt, and finally a.tter its journey th:rough the stalk it becomes a lovely 
rose or an ordinary dandelion. No matter which, the mystery is still as 
great and glorious. Poetry can start too from. dark roots taking nurislunent 
trom dark things. - wars, suffering, and coming at last to the blossoming ot 
p01V9rtul ideas, "the grea.~ idea" of equality as Whiunan calls it. 
Poetry is the harmssing of th.a paradox of earth cradling 
li.t'e am th,en entombing it. 
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Death had a. .t'e.scimtion for both men. Whittui.n called it "lovely, sooth-
ing death." Carl Sandburg said that it was "a nurse mother with big arms." 
There is no terror in death. Thf3re is glory in birth. The earth is always 
here, silent witness to botJi. It turns on its axis, the stars still run 
their oourses, men a.re born from the earth and die back into it again -
Mother Earth. Poetry is the aohieveimnt of the balance between the two. 
Sandburg and Whitman stand undisturbed in the taco or ea.oh. Death is the 
outset ot another begimrl.ng• Everything is a. going forward• Carl Samburg 
writes in BetWGan Worldss 
And be said to himsalt 
in a sunken morning moon 
between two pines, 
between lost gold and lingering green1 
I believe I will oount up my worlds. 
There seem to me to be three. 
Tho re iB a world I oam from, which is Number One. 
There is a world I run in now, which is l~umber Two. 
There is a world I go to mxt, whioh is Number Three. 
The~o was the seed pouoh, the place I lay dark in, nursed 
and shaped in a wam, red, wet, cuddling place; 
it I tugged at a 1.atohstring or doubled a dimpled 
fist or twitohed a log or a i'oot, only the Mother 
knew.· 
·There is the plaoe I am in now, where I look baok and 
look ahead, and drenm and mndor. 
There is the next ple.oa -
And he took a look out of a window 
at a sunken mornlng moon 
between two pines, 
botweou lost ~old and lingering green. 45 . 
45 Carl Samburg, GOOD MOR17ING, AMERICA, Page 137. 
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Walt Whitman carries this idea rorth,in hls lyric "Come Lovely Soothing Deat~·" 
He calla death. not only "a strong deliveress" but also "fathomless uni verse," 
dark mother." 
Oome lovely and soothing death, 
Undulate round the world, serenely arriving, arriving, 
In the· day, in the night, to all, to eaoh, 
Sooner or later delicate death. 
Praid'd be the fathomless universe, 
For life and joy, arxi for objects and knowledge curious, 
And for love, sweet love - but praise J praise & praise I 
For the sure-enwinding arms of cool-enfolding death. 
Dark mother always gliding noar with soft feet, 
Have none chanted for thee a chant of fullest weloome? 
Then I ohant it for thee, I glorify thee above all, 
I bring thee a song that: when thou lllUSt indeed come, 
oome unf'al tori ngly. 
Approach strong deliveress, 
When 1 t is so, •when thou last taken them I joyously 
a ing ·the dead, 
Lost in the lbvtng floating ocean or theta 
Laved in the flood of thy bliss 0 death' 
46 Walt llhitman, op. cit., pages 341, 342. 
--
Poetry ?ra.a:a paradox - so was life·- but both were sure and-certain 
tor llhi tman and Sandburg• The earth orndled lite and thon after a. time en• 
tom.bed 1. t. We are "between worlds" .. we may not know where, but we are on 
our way. 
Poetry is the aritlu:lat.io of the easiest way and the 
primrose path, matched with foam-flanked horses. 
bloody knuckles, and b~nes, on the hard way to the 
stars• 
There ia a way to the stars • of this Whitman and Sandburg are certain. 
Whi 1:ma.n a ay in THE SO~~ OF THE OPEN ··ROAth 
Listen I I will be honest with you, 
I do not offer the old smooth prizes. but.offer 
rough new pri zee, 
These are the days that must happen to yous 
You shall not heap up what is oal1 1d riches, 
You shall scatter with lavish hand all that you 
earn or achieve, 
You but·arrive·at the oity to·vbioh you were 
destined, you hardly settle yourself to 
satisfaoti~n.before you are call'd by nn 
irresistible call to depart. 
You shall be treated to the ironical smiles and 
mocking of those who remain bohind you, 
What beokoninga or lovo you rqottived you shnll 
only answer with po.ssionaw kissea of pe.rti~, 
You shal 1 not allow the hold or th~~l:i 11ho sproad 
their reaoh•d hands toward you. 
47 Ibid., p.ge 158. 
-
Whitman says you cannot stay and be content. You are on the hard way to the 
stars. Sandburg talks ab"llt the journey to the stars in a 'light but sure 
way in Baby ~· 
There is a blue star, Janet, 
Fifteen yoars' ride fron us. 
If • ride a hundred nd. les an hour. 
There is a white star, Janet, 
Forty years' ride t'rom us, 
If \'Ve ride a hundred miles an hour. 
Shall 1118 ride 
To the bl us star 48 
Or to the 'White star? 
50 
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48 Car1 1aandburg, SMOKE A?ID STEEL, Harcourt Brace and Compnny, 1927, page 130. 
These poets know the way to the stars is a long. hard, bloody trip. But 
they are sure that mankind must embark for the stars, \'Whether they choose. 
the blue sta~·or.the white star. They must fnce the mookinr; soorn of those 
'Who resin at home in ease. The salvation or mankind lies on the journey to 
the stars. 
is I 
One of the more famous def'ini tions of poetry which Sandburg has listed 
Poetry is the aohievement of the synthesis of hyanoinths 
and biscuits. 
Hyaointha and biscuits - both good, one oonmonplaoe, one unu1ualJ both 
smelling good, but in different Tm.ye; both appealing to senses, but different 
ones - their synthesis makes poetry. The oommonplaoe and th!'! unua.ual - tood 
for the body and food for the sc:u 1 - all this adds to poetry and to the 
·definition for 1Vhioh the poets workd. In that little poem Fo~ Sandburg has 
nade that ayntheaisi 
The fog oo:m s 
on little cat feet. 
It sits looking 
over harbor and oity 
on silent haunohes49 
am then moves on. 
49 C~l"l SE!,ndburg, CHICAGO POE?:IJ, Pago 71. 
Fog is a common enough thing on the shores of' Lake Mio!ligan, but out or it 
and poetry Sandburg ma.de a lovely thing whioh school children like to memo•-
rize. I have quoted from the Song.:!_ ?J¥aelf', "A child said ~ .!.!_ .!!!!_ 
grass?" Grass am children are common in our world, but Whitman and poetry 
made out of' them one of' his greatest lyrics. 
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Two men, one from the 19th century.and one from the 20th contuey. have 
met in the highway of poetry and there ·have joined hands. Both believe poetry 
should be in the language of tho people. No high sounding, artificial words 
f.or them.. Poetr</ ii not to please but to carry a message, to do some1fhing 
to ·the person who is reading. P0otry does not necessarily have to\ha.ve :rhyme, 
mtre, or .rhythm .. Whi as was n'lt worried abou·t "lil trt am Carl S~ndburg 
said, "It it jells into free verse, all right. Ir it jells into rhyme, all 
50· 
right." Tho poetry they wrote had to represent the people, and most par-
50 Xe.rl Detzer, op. cit." rage 148. 
--
tioularly tho people of .America. Jvhn was a thing divine, nnd all tho low 
lite of humanity oa'".lnot disprove this fact. B:ttotherho-od and universal love 
ia the key· to the·solution of tho trouble, .the wars of' the world. Death 1.e 
not to be fee.rod - to be expected ntd welcomed. A mau may b~ of a different 
oolor, spsak a diff'erout language, but he is still a man.- Lite goes on,: ~'ll 
nay ·muddle things, but he onnnot stop the on going or -the wot"ld. 
Two men t"rom dift"erent centuries have wrl tten feE.'t"lenly, ·vii:;orously, 
foroef'ully; dramatically, imaginatively so that poetry has become no longer 
a Victorian parlor gam:J but a voice shouting· dirootions to a contused world 
of great little people. 
DEMOORACY 
Demoore.oy is not just a word to be bantered baok and torth by politioians. 
To Sandburg and Whitman demooraoy was a living. glowing ideal whioh must be 
made reality. Walt Whitman in his LEAVES OF GRASS had e.s one of his avowed· 
ai.Jlls to make demooraoy a goal tor the people or so-oalted demooratio Amerioa. 
John Bailey says : 
With his voioe as with his pen he wanted to preaoh hie 
new religion or demooracy;:equality, and the average 
man ••• His book was to be, and he gradually oam.e to see Sl . 
it was, his only means of saying what he wanted to say. 
51 John Bailey, op. oit., page 26. 
-- ' 
To Walt WM. tman demooraoy was not only an American produot, but a universal 
idea. In his Starting ~ Pa.umanok he sa.ys1 
I will make the true poem of riohes, 
To earn tor the body and the mind whatever adheres 
and goes forward an:l is not dropt by doath; 
I will etfUse egotism and show it underlying all, 
a?ld I will be tha bard of personality, 
And I will show of male and fennle that either 
is but the equal of the other. 
And I will show that whatever happens 
to any body it may be turn'd to beautiful results, 
And I will show that nothing can happen more 
beautit'ul than death, 
And I will thread a thread tl1rough my poems 
that tim and events are oompaot, 
And the.t all the things or the universe are perfect miracles. 
eaoh as profound as any.62 · 
52 Walt Whitman, op. cit., pages 31, 32. 
--
Democracy then is the· real essence or wealth. It is the underpinning 
oi all lii'e, Body and mind a.re common to all mankind, and these elementa 
of' humanity are not dropt at d~ath - they go on in other men and women. Sex 
does not stand as a barrier for democracy. Yen and women are equal mire.oles. 
There is no imperfection in the past or the present. War, oonfliot of ideas.'3 
and ideala, aooial injustice mAy ooour• but :with hia·vnst faith in the future 
Walt Whitman will show "That 11hatever hnppena to any body it mAy be turn•d 
to beautiful results." The most demooratio fact of life is death •. It is 
the moat bee.utit'ul thing whioh can happen to man. Des.th oomes w s~ry per-
son - that adds to its beauty. Beauty to Whi'bnan is not daintiness or et• 
temiN.oy. The beauty of death is ohallengir...;, mystic. The entire univvrae 
is a iuiraole - from the smallest blade or grass to the mightiest waves ot 
the sea. This is the theme or universal democracy which rumi all throug~ 
Yih1tman•u poetry. To Whitman, however, the great miracle was the oommon 
man. John Burroughs says s 
Walt Whitman •s of' the people, the comm.on people, and 
alwa.vs gave out their quality and atmosphere. His oommon-
Mss, his near·ness, as of the things you have always 
known - the day, the sky, the soil, your own parents -
where in no way veiled or kept in abeyance, by his oulture 
or poetio gifts~ .-.ms cOI:Unonness rose into the unoommon,, 
the extraordinary, but without any hint of' the exclusive 
or speoie.lly favored. He -was indeed "no aentimentals!t• 
no stander· above men and woman, or apart from them~" 
63 John Burroughs, op. oit., pages 62, 63. 
--
Walt Whitll'l&n ns "no stander above men and women." He was a poet, yes, 
but that raot made it oven more imperative for him to express the poetry ot 
the oommon man. In his poem ~ !-. Common Prostitute he says a 
Be composed - be at ease. wl th me ~ I am Walt Whi tman1 
liberal am lusty· as ·nature,, 
Not ti 11 the sun excludes you do I exclude you, . 
Not till the waters refuse to glisten tor you and the lenvea 
to rustle for you, do my words recuse to glisten and 
rustle for you. 
·}.{y -girl I appoint with you an appointment~ and I charge 
you that you make preparation to bo worthy to m!iut me, 
'And I charge you that you be patient and perfect til I oome. 
Til then I ealute 51ou with a significant look that you do 
not forget roo • · . 
54 Walt Whitman, op. cit., pages 394, 395. 
--
Demooraoy ie a glorious idea, and i1hitman carried it to its ultimate 
oonolusiona. The prostitute we.a an individual and therefore had the rii:ht 
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to be oona1derod equnl to-anyone else. "I am Wnlt Whitman" is no idle 
statement.· He meant that he would stand for. the eque.li ty of ea.oh. 1=.i. vidual • 
Bdmond Ho lines saya 1 
The cardinal doctrine.· of. Demooraoy !.s thc.t o.11 mea are 
equal. 'Whitman putihes this dootri'ne to its extreme limits, 
and follows it out into all its consequences. His deii'i• 
oation of the naverage man" is or course, mathematically 
speaking, absurd. An e.wrage is struck among unequals, 
not among equals. If all things were.equal, the n~tio~ ot 
an average would never have been generated. But thoug~h 
Whitman, having adopted a technical term, has deliberately 
ignored its teohn1oal meaning, to cri tioize his poetry rrcm 
e llllthomatical standpoint would be scarcely fair and would 
certainly be futile. An "average" is an entirely different 
thing from a "common factorn; bu~ whenever Whit:lD.n uses 
tile f'cmner term it is quite clear (rrom the context) that 
he is intending to use tho latter, that •he has in his mind 
some "oon:mon fe.ctor" of mn' s being, some common element, 
1n human nature. tho possession of wgioh lifts the loweet 
or men to the level of' the hibhest. 5 
65 Edmond Holmes, WALT WHITMAN'S POETRY, John Lane, the Bodley Head, Lon-
don, 1902, pages 16,16. 
Demooraoy i.• an emotional experience. There must be deep feelings involved 
in our demoore.tio outlook on lif'e. Without deep feelings nothing will be 
done to improve the status or demooraoy. H. s. Canby says I 
A frateri:nl love, or at lenst affection, must be the oement 
of democracy. And this, of course, har:rnonizes with Whit• 
ms.n's ideas of self-development. The individual for whom 
demooraoy is conducted must know how to love and be loved, 
or the house or the state is built on sterile sands. 'What 
literature olaims f'or the heroes and great lovers, Whi'tman 
demands as an idea for the common man. · There can be no 
end-aring demooraoy without ern..,tional freedom. which should 
be added to the tour freedoms of' President Roosevelt. For 
the man and woman emotionally free and fully deve lCiped 
will be easily directed toward love rather than hate tor 
his fellow creatures. The need of love, like "':;he need of 
political £beedom, must be satisfied by a successful 
demooraoy. 
56 H. B. Canby11 .ef.• ~·. plges 266. 
Walt Whitman looked upon strangers and loved them. Each person in a 
dem'ooraoy is worthy of' his love. . Love was the oure-all of the evils ot our 
society. Anci Walt Whitman tried to live his doctrine. Soma of' his best 
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friends ~re of tha uneducated, the groat unwashed. Peter Doyle was a street 
oar driver. He had had very little education. Peter Doyle admittod tha.t he 
oould not understand what Whitmsn was driving at, but there was a love between 
them which was the practical application of' WhiUna.n's democracy. 
Democracy wns the VO'f'Y essence of Walt W'nitman•s poetry. And being the 
e11enoe of' his poet'f'Y, it naturally rom:iY3 that it "QI' the essence ot hil 
lif'e as well. John Burroughs says a 
In him. the new spirit of' democracy ·f'irst completely 
knows itself, is proud or itself, has faith and joy 
in itself', is f'earless, tolerant, religious, aggres• 
sive~ triumphant, and bestows itself' lavi'shly upon 
all sides. It is tentative, doubtful, hesitating 
no.longer. It is nt. ease in the world, it takes pos-
session, it fears no rival, it advances with oonti• 
dent step. 'Whitman's democracy is the breath of his 
nostrils, tha licht or his.eyes, the blood or his 
veins ••• Bs is a great poet and prophet, SIY.laking 
through the nvera.ge nan, speaking as one of the 
people, and interpreti~ life from the point or view 
ot absolute demooraoy. 5 
57 John Burroughs, 2£." oit., page 243. 
"Absolute de~ooraoy" ~ no half-way measures • hence Walt Wriitman oan 
say and is eager -t·o say to the lo1Vast out-oaat of society, "Not until the 
sun exol udes you do I exoluds you." 
Carl Sandburg be).iG;-::;s in "absolute democracy" :too• He writes ot "the 
dream that holds us," the demooratio dream: 
Personal freedom,· a wide range of' indi viduta.l expreM-ion, 
a complete respect for the human mind anq the human SS 
personality - that 12 the ideal of the democratic system. 
68 Carl Samburg, HOME•FROli'l' MEMO, Har oourt, Brace and Company, 1942, page 39 .. 
Charles B. Compton says· or Sandburg's poetry and its demooratio empbasie 1 
Sandburg• B poetry goes down deep into the life or thia 
twent_ieth century of which he is a part - of which I am 
a part~ It is a life I understand. At th~ ugly things 
in life at which he rebels - at those things I rebel. Of 
all the poets 1 know, not excepting Walt \'1'hitman, Sand-
burg ii not excelled in his sympathy with the common and 
even the lowest or hum.am ty, w1 th the great unwashed, 
with boobs and the flappers, with the seventy five per• 
oent ot our population whom the intelligence testers set 
dewn aa morons. Sanburg understands them al 1. Ba inwrprets 
them and draws from them the beauty hidden away in the dark 
reoes1e1 ot their outwardly unlovely exteriors.59 
69 Charles H. Compton, WHO READS WHAT? H. w. Wilson Company, New York, 
1934, pages 67, 68. 
Carl Sandburg lived among his obmmon little people and from them learned 
many lessons. These he put into his poetry so that all who read his poems 
may learn the BalllA't leuons. No matter What name a man may have, no matter 
what address he may gi w, no matter what kind of job at which he may work, 
no zratter what kind of education he may have had, no matter who his mother 
and father wre, no matter the kind of English he speaks - he is still a 
man and ttat is the sobering.' important thing. In Masses Carl Sandburg says 1 
Among the mountains I wandered and saw blue haze and 
red crag and was amazedJ 
On the beach where the long push under the endless tide 
mansuvers, I stood silentf 
Under the stars on the. prairie watching the Dipper slant 
over the horizon's grass, I was .full or thoughts. 
Great men, pageants or war and labor, soldiers and work-
ers, mothers lifting their ohildren - these all I 
touched, and felt the solemn thrill or them. 
And then one day I got a true look at the Poor, millions 
ot the Poor, patient and ·toiling; more patient than 
crags, tides, and stars; innumberable, patient as the 
darkness Bf' night - and all broken, humble ruins Of 
nations. 6 
60 Carl Sandburg, CHICAGO POEMS, page 6. 
Here we see that Carl Sandburg's demooraoy extends beyond the boundarie~ ot 
The United States. He sees the masses of people. Demooraoy is the hope fbr 
whioh the.people live, the hope tor better things·to come. Sandburg does 
not find that any person 1e beneath hie notioe. He wtitea or them a.11. In 
Harrison Street Court he, like Whitman, writea or a prostitute a 
In·heard a woman's lips 
Speaking to a oompanion 
Saying these wordsa 
"A woman what hustles 
Never keeps nothin' 
For all her hustlin' 
Sotmbody always geta 
What she goes on the street tor. 
It it ain't a pimp 
It's a bull what gets it. 
I been hus tl1n' now 
Til I ain't muoh good any more. 
I got no'tilin' to show for it. 
Some man got it all, 61 
Every night's hustlin' I ever did." 
61 Carl Sandburg, CHICAGO PO~, page 162. 
There is no oondenma:t!on, no superior attitude in those lines. There ia 
pathos, sympathy, and understanding. Carl Sandburg could not exclude her. 
A life has been spoiled, but no aoousing fingers are pointed in acorn. 
Demooraoy is equaU ty, justice. Dem.ooraoy calls tor daring. In The 
People, .!!!_Carl Sandburg tells a tables 
.Ia the story true or a malce-believe1 
In an ancient ola.n the elders found one of' the 
younger,. a man ·Of dreaminese, writing a 
soroll and reoord. 
Where he had picked up letters and the for-
bidden art or putting down one word 
af'ter another so as to make sense, they 
didn't know and he refused to tell. 
On sheets to be . r.ead long after by other 
generations he was doing an eye-~ tneas 
tale of.their good and evil doings. 
And he swore to them1 "I wi 11 be the word or 
the people ' Mine is the bleeding mouth 
trom whioh the gag is snatohed l" 
So they took and killed him and set his bloody 
bead on a pike for publio gaze. 'Who had 
asked him to be the word of' the people? 
When they wanted a history written they 
would eleot aom.eone to6Jrite it as they 
would have 1 t written. 
38 
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62 Carl Sandburg, ·THE PEOPLE, YES, pagm 142, 1&3. 
Thia is more than just a tale ot a brave person who stood tor the ideal 
he thought worthy or sacrifice• · This is the tale or all those evangela ot 
democraoy who would point the way to a people, amuggly content with things 
as they are. Martin Luther, Spinoza, SavoIIB.rola blve pointed the "'bj • They 
were tortured, burned, peraeouted. But thia is a gentler world. Now the peoP,. 
just laugh or ignore; over~look those things whibh make demands or their 
demooratio ideals. ,Walt lfhitman and Carl Sandburg could not see that de-
mooraoy would tolerate suoh t..ttitudea. Carl Samburg has a powerful tender-
nea1 tor the great unwashed, and a aearing bitterness toward the people who 
are content to let the world jog along. In Onion Days he says 1 
Jlra. Gabrielle Giovannitti oomes along Peoria Street 
every morning at nine o'clock 
With kindling wood piled on top or her head, her eyes 
looking straight ahead to find the way ·for her old 
teat. 
Her daughter-in-law, Mrs. Pietro Giovannitti, whose 
husband •a killed in a tunml·exploaion through 
the negligence of' a tel low-servant, 
Works ten hours a day, sometimes twelve, picking onions 
tor Jasper on the Bowmanv1 lle road. 
She takes a street car at halt-past f'i ve in the morning, 
Mrs. Pietro Giovannitti does, 
And gets baok from. Jaspers' with cash for her day's 
work between nine and ten o•olook at night. 
ta.st week she got eight cents a box, Mrs. Pietro Giovannitti 
picking onioms for Jasper, 
But this week, Jasper dropped the pay to six oents a 
box because so many women and girls were answer-
ing the add in the De.Py Uewa. 
Jasper belongs to an Epi oopilChuroh in Ravenwood 
and on r.ortain Sundays 
1iJ enjoys ~hanting the Nicene creed w1 th his daughters 
on each side of' M.1". joining their voices with his. 
It the preacher repeats old sermons of a Sunday, Jasper's 
mind wanders to his 700-acre. farm and how he can make 
1 t produce more e.f'f'ioiently 
And sometiuaes he speoulatas on whether he oould word 
an ad in the ¥aill News so it would bring more 
· women and gir s out--:tc>his rann and reduce operat-
ing costs. 
Mrs. '.Pietro. Giovanni tti is tar from desperate about life J 
her joy is 1n a ohild she knows wi 11 arrive to her in 
three months. 
And now while these are the pictures tor today there are 
other piotures or the Giovannitti people I oould give 
you tor tomorrow. 
And how some of them go to the county agent on winter 
mornings with their bnakets or beans and cornmeal 
and molasses. 
I listen to tel lows saying here •s good stuff for a novel 
or it might be worked up into a. good play. 
I say there's no dramatist living can put old Mrs. 
Gabrielle Giovannitti into a play with that kindling 
wood piled on top of' her head oomin93a.long Peoria Street niil8 o•olock in the morning. 
63 · Carl Sandburg. CHICAGO POEP.ti, page 28. 
Onion Days aight be odled a negative lesson in de~ocraoy, what demoo-
raoy is not. Be that as 1 t may, 1 t is a powerful indictment ot a social 
evil. Mrs. Pietro Giovannitti, made a 'Widow because of' negligence, working 
ten to tlfelve hours a day, and Jasper, speculating how to increase the pro-
ductiveness of his 700-aore'i farm, t'orm a contrast too great to be called 
democratio. But they exist in a democracy. Carl Sandburg is drawing a 
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vivid picture so that the people who read will see to it that the contraet 
will be not qui~ too sharp. Perhaps Mrs. Pietro Giovanni tti' s son and Jas-
pers' .son w111 find a more equitable meeting ground socially, eoonomioally, 
reli~usly. and educationally t.~an did their parents. Perhaps their parents 
did not think about the wide breaoh between them, perhaps they acoepted it 
as a matter or course. Carl Sandburg does not think that such a situation 
ah.ould be the accepted democratic standard or this or any other country. In 
his The People, Yes he talks about .the tree mans 
- -
?.he tree Dll'n willing to -pay and struggle and die 
tor the freedom for himself and others 
Knowing how far to subject himself to 1disoipHne 
and obedience for the sake of an ordered so• 
ciety tree from tyrants, exploiters an~ 
· legalized frauds -
Thia tree man is a rare bird and when you meet 
him take a good look at him atxl try to figure 
him out because 
Someday when the Um ted States or the Earth 
gets going and runs smooth and pretty there 
will be more or him than l'l9 have now. 
This old anvil laughs at many broken hammers. 
There are men who can't be bought. 
The fireborn are at home i~ fire. 
The stare make no noise 
You 'can't hinder the wind from blowing.· 
Time is a great teacher. 
Who can live without hope? 
In the darkness with a great bundle or grief' 
the people march. 
In the night and overhead a shovel or stars for keeps the 
people ma.rchs 64 
· "Where to? What next?" 
64 Carl Sandburg, THE PEOPLE, YES, page 286. 
Demooraoy cannot be confined by geography. Carl Sandburg wants to sea 
_e. Uni tad States or the Earth, where that "rarobird," the tree man, w111 not 
be an unoonmcn Bight, where 119 can have some of the answers to "Where to? 
·~at 'next?" 
w..,tt 'Whitman says that democracy cannot be confined. In a~~ 
Oooupationa he writes1 
Neither a servant nor a ma.st.er I, 
I take no sooner a large price than a small price, I wi 11 
have my mm whoever enjoys me, 
I 'Wi 11 be eve·n with you e.nd you s ha 11 be even with me. 
It' you stand at work in a shop I stand as high as the 
higl1est in the same shop, 
It you bestow gifts on your brother" or dearest friend I 
demand as good as your brother or dearest friend, 
Ii' your lover, husband, or wife, is welcome by day or night, 
I must be personally as welcome, 
It you beoome degraded, criminal, ill, then I beoomo so tor 
your sake, 
If you remember your foolish and outlaw'd deeds, do you 
think I cannot remember nty')own foolish and outlaw'd deeds? 
It you oarouse at the table I carouse at the opposite side 
of the table, . 
It you meet some stranger in the· streets and love him or 
her. why I otten meet strangers in the street and love 
them. 
Why what have you ~bought or yourself? 
Ia it you then that thought yourself' less? 
41' 
ls it you1 tha.t thought the President greater than you? 
Or the rloh ·better ott than you? or the educated wiser 
. than you?· ' · 
(Baca.use you are greasy or pimpled, or were drunk, or a 
thief, 
Or that you a.re diseased, or rheumatic, or a prostitute, 
Or from .tri voli ty or· impotonoe, or that you are no scholar 
and never saw your name in print, 
Do you give in that you ere any less immortal? )66 
66 Walt 1fh1 tman, !}?.•' !!:!!,•, pages 218, 219. 
There are no strata. of society, there an no levels or education for 
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lfal t llhi tman. What you insist for yourself' I insist for myself. Your faults 
are my faults• You in your workolothes and drunkennesa are just as immortal 
as I am. Walt 'Whi tmn embraces all humanity, he sees no barriers, he knows 
no limit~, dem.ooraoy has a lea~ening nnd a leveling quality. But neither 
Sandburg nor Whitman wants that level to be a low one. Demoora.oy· is an ex-
alted thing to whioh all .must a.spire. 
Carl Sandburg says in ,!!!.!. People, Yeu 
The people is Everyman, everybody, 
Everybody is you and me and all others, 
What everybody says is what we all say. 
And what is it we all say? 
·········~··············· When shall we all speak the same language?. 
And do w want to have all the same language? 
Are \\'8 learning a rew great signs and passwords? 
What should Everyman be lost ror words? 
'l'wo countries w1 th two flags 
·are nevertheless one lo.nd, one blood, one people -
oan this be so? 
And tho earth belongs to the family. or man? 
can this be so? 66 
66 Carl Sandburg, THE PE~PLE, TES, page 2$. 
In ~ Song or Oooupations Walt Wtii tman saysi 
-- . 
Is it you•that thought the President greater than you? 
Or the rioh ·better orr than .You? or the educated wiser 
.than you?· 
(Baoause you are greasy or pimpled, or were drunk, or a 
thief, 
Or that you are diseased, or rheumatic, or a prostitute, 
Or f'rom trivolity or impotonoe, ·or that you are no scholar 
and never saw your name in print, 
Do you g1 ve in that you are any less immortal? )65 
66 Walt 'Whitman, 2E_•· ~·, pages 218;, 219. 
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There are no strata of society, there are. no levels or education for 
Walt l'lhi tman. What you insist for yourself I insist for myself. Your faults 
are my faults. You in your workolothes and drunkenneBB are just as immortal 
as I am. Walt Vihi tman embraoos all hume.ni ty, he sees no barriers, he knows 
no limits, democracy has a leavening nnd a leveling quality. But neither 
Sandburg nor Whitman wants that level to be a low one. Demooraoy· is an ex-
alted thing to whioh all .must aspire. 
Carl Sandburg says in ~ People, Yes c 
The people is Eve~n, everybody, 
Everybody is you and me and all others. 
What everybody says is what we all say. 
And what is it we all say? 
••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
When shall we all speak the same language?. 
And do Vt'O want to have all the same language? 
Are we learning e. few great signs and passwords? 
What should Everyman be lost for words? 
Two countries wl th trro flags 
·are nevertheless one lo.nd, one blood, one people -
oan this be so? 
And the earth belongs to the family or man? 
can th.is be so? 66 
66 Carl Sandburg, THE PEOPLE, 1'ES1 page 2?. 
In a Bong ot Oooupationa Walt \\bi tman se.yss 
-- . 
When· the psalm sings instead or tho singer, 
When the aoript pro,aoh:es instead or the pree.oher .. 
When the puJ;p1t dosoends and goes instead of the carver 
that carved the supporting dosk, 
lVh.en I can touch tho body of books by night or· by day, 
am when they touch my body back again, 
When ll university oourse oonvinoos like a slumbering 
woman and ohi ld o onvi noe; 
'When the minted gold in the vault smiles like the night-
watch:aan•s daughter, 
When warrantee deeds loat in ohairn oppos 1 te and are my 
friendly companions, 
I 1 ntend to reaoh them m.y hand and ~' as muoh of them 
as I do of men and women like you. 
67 Walt Wiiitman, ~·· ~·, pe.ge 226. 
These two men say that ~ome day 'lie shall have demooraoy. Some day 
Everyman will not be loat tor words, and we shal.l speak the same language, 
think the same thoughts, tind that gold and warrantee deeds are not the im-
portant things or Ute. We shall know more Of the great passwords to de-
mocracy, passwords whioh sound olearly through the disappearing fog ot un-
certainty, suspicion, aixl doubt. 
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AMERICANISM 
The demooraoy which Walt Whitman arxl Carl Sandburg love so muoh is a 
direot outgrowt~ of their love for America• They have an ideal for their 
country w a democratic ideal, and they use poetry to make thnt ideal come to 
realization. Anerioa is an objoot ot great devotion, but that devotion is 
not a blind one. They see the faults Of America. Nevertheless, they feel 
that Amerioa is the hope of mankind, politically, creatively, scientifically, 
eduoationally. Frances lYimvar says of Walt Whi tma.ni 
"Not till the sun exi.udee you do I exclude you." I give 
you be.ck the brave dreamer who saw his vision in young 
manhood and had tho courage to pursue it to the end 
against reviling and misunderstanding. I give you the 
man of generous life, the comrade of the open road, the 
free companion or men and women, the peace loving QuaP;er 
and the mighty fighter for principles. I give you the 
wound dresser or the battlefield, the Answerer in the 
conflict of lite. I give you the symbol of America, 
Walt l\'hitma~· 68 
68 Frances Winwar, AMERIDA!i GIANT, WALT WHITMAU AND HIS TIMES, Ha:rper 
Brothers, 1941, page xiii. 
Whitman would have been great1y·r1attered by the words or Frances Winwar. 
He considered himself to be the voice of the Amerioa which was to be the 
hope or the world, the Ansrioa::which was branching out to the West, the 
America whioh would lead the world into the paths or peaoe, higher !earning, 
ti.ml glory. 
Walt Whitman was firmly convinced that in a few year~ >.merica would be 
the oenter ot the 11 terary world. He thought that one of the chiet aims of 
his poetry was to liberate the .Atnerioan literary mind from the chains whioh 
bound European literature. Recrelt that all of the literary fountains of 
Europe had dried and that now in Amerioa the world'would .f'lnd fresh springs 
trom which to drink. In~ 2!,~ Exposition Walt Whitman calls for the 
classic Mus~ to immigrate to America 
Come 1'lae migrate f'rom Greece and Ionia, 
Cross out·please those inmensely overpaid·aooounts, 
That matter ot Troy and Aohillea' wrath, and Aeneas', 
Odyaseua ' wanderings, · 
Placard "removed" and "To Let" on the rooks ot your snowy 
Parnassus, 
Repeat at Jerusalem, place the noti~~ high on Jaffa'• 
gatesand on Mount Moriah, 
The same on the walls or your Gorl119.n, French and Spanish 
castles, and Italian oollec+.ions1 
For know a better, fret.her, busier sphere.; a wide, un• 
tried domai.n acre.its, demands you. 
Responsive to our summons, 
Or rather to her long-nu rs 'd inol ina. ti on, 
Join'd with an irresistible, natural gravitation, 
She comes J I Hoar the rustling of her gown, 
I scent the odor of hor breath's delicious fragrance, 
I mark her l!tep divine, her curious eye a-turning, rolling, 
Upon this very scene• 
··············~····· 
I say I see, my friends, it you do not, the illustrious 
emigre 
(Having .it is true in he£" day, although the SB.lll8, 
ohang•d, journey'd considerable;) 
lkking direotly for this rendezvous, vigorously clearing 
a path for her1elf, striding through the oon:f'usion, 
By the thud of Ulclohinary and shrill steam-whistle un-
dismay' d 
Bluff'd not a bit by drain-pipes, gasometres, artificial 
.t'erti lizers, 
Smiling and pleas'd with palpable intent to ~~ay, 
She 's here 1 i nstal 1' d amid tho ki tohen 11a.re l 
69 Walt Whitman, ~· ~·· page 202, 204. 
Walt Whitman believes 'that poetry can be found anywhere in his beloved 
America, even "amid the kitchen ware.n Emerson found this new, liberating 
aspeot of' Whitman's writing: invigorating.. Edgar Lee M:t.sters says this about 
Whitms.n•s Americanisms 
Whitman could not rest while trying to put all of Amerioa 
into poetry.· He was driven into catalogues; which are a 
way of presenting to the eye or the imagination the oon--
tent or a vision. Above this, Whitman knew 1hs.t the 
Revolution, which he had related to him by eye-witnesses, 
was not a mere strife between England and the colonies 
over the- matter or tea, or oven over the right to set up 
a new goverment, but t.hat it was an historical struggle 
at one of those appointed times in the history of mankind 
when liberal forces take their stand against a conserva-
tive past. He knew th.at the new day required poetry to 
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to express it and to carry it f'orwn.rd ••• He prophesied o.n 
ever-growing land and he 'Wanted to give it song by which 
to steady and advanoe its steps. It was this vision of 
Whi't:man that made him o. great poet; it was not his poetical 70 skill, not artistry, not even his own suoces sful aohievtimnt. 
70 Edgar Lee iilsters, WBITJ&\N. Charles Boribner Sons, 1937, pages 60; 61. 
Carl Sandburg has tried to bring new id~tas into American 11 terature 
also. Some have said that Sandburg, because of his Swedish parentage, is 
not truly American in his point of view. Karl Detzer says, however .. 
Carl Sandburg is no Swede. He is thoroughly American• 
There is so much plain Midwest in him, so much small 
town, so much prairie soil and prairie wind, so much .. 
cornfield a?ld oorn~r barberohip, that the accident ot 
Swedish blood is smothered in environ"!lent. Pride in 
his humble American background shows all through 
Prairie which begins 1 
"I was born in the prairie, and the milk of its wheat, 
the red of 1 ts cl over, the eyes ot its women, gave 
me a song and a slogan." 
later in the same poem we ha. ve the recurring theme. 
"The prairie sings to me in the forenoon and I 
know in the night I rest easy in the prairie arms, 
in the prairie heart." 
71 
. That's an American singing,, not a Swede. 
71 Karl Detaer, .!:?E: !!:!•, page 66. 
Amy Lowell has her ideas about Carl Sandburg's Americanism. She saysa 
Mr. Sandburg, although intellectually and poetically in 
the seoond state of our movememt, belongs to the new America 
whioh I ·have called multi-:~cial. He springs from the 
strong imnigrant class whioh amnen yearly in boat-loads 
to our shores. It is he 1e.nd his ilk who are moving us 
away f'rom our Anglo-Saxon inheritance. It is he and his 
ilk who brl ng 'aB to tho points of view whioh a.re working 
so surely, so insidiously, upon the whole bo!lY or the 
people. 
Some day, America will be o. na.tion1 some day we shall have 
a national character. 11ow, our population is a crazy quilt 
or racial samples. But how strong is that Anglo-Saxon 
ground work whioh holds them all ~~rmly together to its 
shape, if no longor to its color. 
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72 Amy Lowell, op. cit., page 201. 
--
Mias Lowell shows mre the very thing in whioh Walt Vih.itman and Carl 
Sandburg were so 'interested - zetting away from the Anglo-Saxon traditione 
and launching out and building ror .America her own traditions 1 building her 
own natl.onal oharaoter.· · Alllerioa is a new country. She ought to have new 
ideaa to guide her. Thero is no use in going in the old time-tested ways. 
They lead only to old mistakes. Now ie the time for America to break new 
~ ths and find new mistakes, new cures f'or the old. Carl Sandburg expresses 
this idea in·~ Morning, J.:nerioa r 
Nations begin young tho same as babies. 
They auokle and strugclo; they grow up; 
They toil, fight, laugh, suffer, die. 
Thoy obey tho traced oiroles of the noon. 
They follow the ordained times of' night, morning, 
arternoon, evening, and night again. 
They stand up nnd have their day in tho pavilion of' the 
Four .Winds. 
The night ·sky of' stars watches t..11em. ber;in, wear out, and 
t'ade away before ·newootners, before silence, before 
empty pavilion. 
They leave flags, slogans, alphabets, numbers, tools, tales 
or flaming perforrnancos1 they leave moths, nnnuscripts, 
memories. 
And so, to the pa:":vilion of the Four Winds 
Ca.me the 11 ttle one they oal led America, 
One that suokled, struggled, toiled, laughed, grew, 
America began young the same as a baby. 
The new little republic had its swaddling clothes, 
Its child shirt, it;s tussle t'> knit long bone joints. 
And who oan read tho oirolee of its moons now? 
And who shall tell ~5roreha~d the secrets or its 
salts and blood? 
73 Carl Sandburg, GOOD MORNING, AMERICA, Page 10. 
·America is. new. These men write for Amerioa. This literature tor 
Amerioa 1s more than just a 1i tere.ture for a. new country, but it is a t'ai th 
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in the tuture of that oountry, a faith in the progress it will make in the 
family of nationa • Their Americanism does not mean that they are isolationists. 
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They wish tho· whole world to follow the example or tho America. whioh "started 
young the same ao a baby." 
Alfred Kazin says in the Now Rapublio 1 
. -------
Whitman is the poet or the Amorioa.n dream; whioh is e. real 
dream and not a political slogan - that dream of existence 
as a positive good in itsel.t', ot"lit'e as a process that 'Will 
somehow; by nngioal sweetness· and inountation or solidarity, 
justify itself. What moves us in Whitman is never the to.at that 
wo hn w arrived at a dafini te umarstanding, but the interior 
recognition with which we join in his interior escape - so that 
we are always drifting w!. th hi11 toward possible uni vereals ••• 
. The identity of Walt Whitman was not only a bale.nae between 
the positive and the dominant in his sexual nature J. 1 t was tho 
dreaminess at the pitoh of genius, with whioh he persontfied 
the American's search for the meaning or his existence. There 
is an American Whitman - not because he created an American 
myth for the world, but ,because he exalted us so honestly, 
without ever really teaching us. 74 
74 Alf'red Kazin, What is an American? Review of WALT WHITMUl, AN AMERICAN, 
by H. S. Canby, imw--wrPUBLIC, February 14, 1944, page 218. 
Walt 'Whitman talks about the future of America in Starting from Paums.nok1 
Expanding and swift, henceforth, 
Ele?11ents, breeds, adjustments, turbulent, quick, 
- and audaoious, 
A world prim.al again, vistas, or ~lory incessant 
and branching, 
A nenr raoe demina.ting previous OllEl'B and 
grand~r far, with new oontesta, 
New politics, new li teratuM and religions; new 
inventions and arts, 
These my voice announcing • I will sleep no 
more but arise, 
You oceans· that have boen oalm within mos 
hovr I feel you, fathomless, stirring, 75 
preparing unp1•eoeJdnted waves and storms• 
75 Walt lVhitman, op. oit., page ?.6. 
--
ADSrioa was a p3!ott~3?' oountry. Both Whitman and Sandburg had their 
imaginations touched with the fearlessness ot the pioneers or our West. 
1heirs was a spirit '.ffhioh';the poets wanted the oountr~ to make a part or 
the national heritage, a sort or lega.oy handed from generation to generation. 
Carl Sandburg writes in~ Jlorni?$• .Americaa 
First oam;, the pioneers. hungry, fieroe, dirty. 
They wrangle nnd battle with the elements, 
Theygamble on crops, chills. agu\'• rheumatism, 
They fight \.-a.rs and put a nation on the map. 
They battle with blizzards, lice, wolves. 
They go on a fighting trail 
To b~eak sod for unnumbered million: to come • 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . 
Let us make pioneer· prayers •. 76 Let working clothes bP. sacred. 
76 Carl Sandburg, GOOD MORNim' Al!ER:...UA, -Page 18. 
Pioneers without fear in the face of the.uDknovrn, pioneers breaking sod for 
millions to follow, pioneers in working clothes - these are tte examples 
which Carl Sandburg would have his America follow. Walt Whitman writes of 
pioneers in PioneGrs \ 0 Pioneers J 
Come my tan-faoed children, 
Follow well in order, get your weapons ready, 
Have you your pistols? have you your sharp-edged axes? 
Pioneers t 0 P~onesrs I 
For we cannot tarry here, 
We must march, my darlings, we must bear the brunt of danger, 
We the youthful sinewy raoes, all the rest oft us depend, 
Pioneers l 0 Pioneers I 
O you youths; Western Youths, 
So impatient, tull o~ action, fall of manly pride and friendship 
Plain I aee you Western youths, see you trrunping with the 
foremost, 
Pioneers I 0 Pioneers l 
Have the elder races halted? 
Do they droop and end their lesson, wearied over there 
beyond the soaa? 
We take up the tulc eternal, and the burden am tho lesson, 
Pioneers I O :Pioneers I 
All the past w le ave behind, · 
We aebouoh upon a nowor mightier world, varied world, 
Fresh and atroXJg :the world we seize, world or labor and 
the march, 
Pi om era S. 0 Pioneers I 
We datn.ohments steady throwing, 
Down the edges 1 through tho passes, up the mountains steep, 
Conquering, holding; daring, venturing as we go the unknown ways. 
Pioneers \ O Pioneers I 77 
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77 llal t whi tman; op. oi t.' pages 236, 237 •. 
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In America lies the hope or the ruture.. The older races are weary ot 
the load or civilization. The new, strong A.lnerica muRt talce the ninning Qf 
things. Fresh and strong, America faces the unknown - unafraid. Thia is the 
ideal whioh W:ii tman and Sandburg have for their ooilntry. 
The ideal Amorioan of those two poets was Abraham Lincoln. Carl Sand• 
burg has \Written perhaps the r:iost extensive· biography of Lincoln to be 
compiled. Walt Whitman lived in Washingfon during tlX'I Lincoln administra-
tion. It is said t_hat onoe Lincoln saw Whitman walkini:; down the street and 
com:nented, "There goes a man\" Be that as it me.y, the lovolie nt poetry of 
Whitman was written arter the death or his president. When Lilacs Last in 
- --
~Dooryard Bloom•d is more than an elegy mourning the death or President 
Lincoln. In it Whitman iti11luded the lyric "Come Lovely and ·Soothing Death." 
The universali 't°'J of death becomes his theme as the. poem progresses. He 
mourns the passing of the oof'f'in from Washington to Springt"ield. The poem 
begins I 
When lilaos last in the dooryard bloom'd, 
And ,the great star early droop'd in the western sky 
in the night. · 
I mourn•d, 1.and yet shall mourn with ever•returning 
spring• 
Ever-returning spring, trinity sure to me you bring, 
LilMs blooming perennial and drooping star in the west. 
And thoug:ht of. him I love~ 
O powerful was-tern fallen star\ 
O shades of night • 0 moody tearful night l 
O great star disappear' d - 0 the bla.ok murk that hides 
the star I 
O cruel hands that hold JM· powerless - 0 helpless soul 
<>f me l 
O harsh surrouJJding.oloud that will not free m.y soul t78 
78 ~·, page 335. 
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The poem tells of the sorr&R whioh Gripped the United States. :ea uses figures 
or speeoh - the lilao, the star, and the hermit thrush singing. He tinda 
peace in tho song of the birq, in tho knowledge t..1.at death is not the end. 
He f'iniahes · his poem wl th: 
I oease from !D:J song tor thoe, 
From my gaze on thee in the ":test, fronting tho west, 
oommuning with 1hee, 
0 comrade lustrous with silver face in the nit;ht. 
Yet each to keep and all, retrievements out of the night, 
The song, the wondrous chant of the gray-brown bi rd, 
And the tallying chant, the ooho arous 'd in my soul, 
And the lustrous and drooping star with the countonance 
full or woe, 
With tho holders holding my hand hearing the oall ot 
the bird, 
Comrades mine and I in the miqst, and their memory ever 
to keep, for the dead I loved so well, 
For the sweetest, wisest soul of all my days and lands -
and thi~ for his dear sake, 
Li lao and star and bi rd twined with tha chant or my souli;. 
There in the fragrant pines and the oedars dusk and dim.·r9 
79 ~., page 344• 
Cameron Rogers says of Whittmn's attachment to Lincolns 
He reoalled the Lincoln of the day of inauguration aDd his 
own impressions, written afterward. Ho had "looked very 
muoh worn and ti red: the 1i nes, indeed, of vast responsi-
bili tie a intricate questions, and demands of life and 
death out deeper than ever upon his dark brown f.aoo; yat 
all the 'old goodness, tenderness, sadness and canny shrewd-
ness, underneath the furrows• (I never see that man 1'i th.-
out feeling that ha is one to beoome personally attach'd 
to, f'or his; combination of purest, heartest tenderness, and 
nati vo western f'orm or manliness i" 8 0 
80 Cameron P.ogers, Tim )QG11'!JFICANT IDLER, Doubled~r, Page, and Company, 
1926, pege 243. 
Carl Sandburg, perhaps, knew Linooln even better than Whitman, although 
Whitman saw Lincoln of'ten. Sandburg has the parapeotive which Whitman never 
could have had. And Sandburg hn~ had aooess to all the records. Karl Det-
ser says that when Sandburg -;.its writing his biography of' Lincoln that "up 
in the g~rret1 day and night, the typewriter rumbled and the words· fell out 
and ·Abraham. Linooln came alive e.i;ain, a· human Lincoln of flesh am blood.1 
not a myatio symbol, not n saint in stained glass."81 
81 Xal"l Detser. ~· ~·· page 203. 
In his Tho People, Yes Carl Sandburg expresses his ideas about Linooln 
- -
in poetry. He sayss 
· Linooln? 
Ha was a mystery in smol:e and flags 
Saying yes to the smoke, yes to the flags, 
Yes to the paradox of demooraoy, 
Yes to the 'hopes or (;OVernr.aent 
of the people by the p~ople for 'lhe people, 
no to debauohing of the public mnd', 
yes to the Constitution when a help, 
no tc th1:3 Constitution when a hindranoe, 
yes to man afl a struGgle a.mid illusions, 
each man fated to answer for himself 1 
WM.oh of the faiths am illusions of mankind 
must I choose for my own sustaining light 
to bring me beyond the present wilderness? 
•••••••• &. •••••••••••••••••• ~ ••••. ~ ~ 
Death we.s in the air. 
so was birlh, 
What was dying few oould say. 
What was being born none oou ld know. 
Ha took the wheel in a lashing ~oariDG hurricane. 
And by what oomp:i.ss did he steer the course of tho ship? 
"ltr policy is to have no policy," ho eaid in th~ early 
months 
And three years le.tor, "I have been controlled by 
events." 82 
82 Carl SandbUl"g, r~ PEOPLS, YES I page 134. 
Lincoln was the great symbol or America at its best, Amerio a in a time or 
trial, raoing evonts as they crone wi t.li oalmnes s, having hope always. 
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Tba .A!Uerica. r!hi iman and Sandburg kuov1 is exciting, pulsating, materialis-
tic. 'l'he titles of Sandburg's volumes speak of' ir.dustrialism • SMOKE AND 
STEEL, O:ITCAGO POEMS. The .A."le:rican scene may not always be beauti!'ul, but 
it is always proud and lusty. Carl Sandburg writes ot the almost primitive 
pride or Chio ago in the poem by the same name. 
Hog Butoher tor the World, 
Tool Maker, S1:aoker or Wheat, 
Player with Railroads and the Nation's Freight 
HandlerJ 
Stormy, husky, brawling, 
City of the Big Shouldersa 
They tell ma you are wicked and I be.lieve them, tor I 
have eeen your pa.i nted women under the gas lamps 
luring the farm boys. 
And they tell me you are crooked at:d I answers Yes, it is 
true I have seen the gunmen kill and go t-±-ee to kill 
again. 
And they tell me you are brutal and my reply is• On the 
taoes of women and children I have seen the marks 
ot wanton hunger. 
And having answered a o I turn onoe more to those who 
sneer at this my oi ty and I t;ive them back the sneer 
and say to thema 
Coma and show me another city with lifted head singing 
ao proud to be alive and coarse and strong and cunning • 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Under tbs smoke, dust 8.11 over his mouth, laughing with 
white teeth, 
Under the terrible burden of destiny laughing as a young 
man laughs, 
Laughing even as an ignorant fighter laughs who has 
never lost a battle, 
Bragging and laughing that under his wrist is the pulse, 
under his ribs the heart or the people, 
Laughing l 
Laughing the stormy, husky, brawling laughter of 
Youth halt-naked, sweating, proud to be Hog 
Butcher, Tool Miker, Stacker of Wheat, Player 
with Railroads, and Freight Handler to the llation. 625 
83 Carl Sandburg, CHICAGO POE!IS, Page 3. 
There is arrogance in those lines, there is no taming or that spirit • 
.America to Cerl Sandburg is a vital thing. Chicago was the symbol or the 
pulsating life which swelled.through his country. Walt Whitman had his oity 
to love, his oity to symbolize the rest or America - New York. In his poem 
ltlnnahatta he writes a 
I waa asking tor something speci.f'ic and perteot for my oi ty, 
'Whereupon lo J upsprang the aboriginal name. 
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Now I aee what there ia in a name, a word, liquid, aane, 
unruly, muaioal, selt-suft'ioient, 
I see that the word of my oity is that word from or old, 
Because I see that word nested in nests ot water-bays, 
superb, 
Rich, hemmed thick all around with sails hips and steam• 
ships, an island sixteen miles long, solid-
tounded, 
Numberless crowded streets, high growths or iron, slender, 
strong, light splendidly uprising toward clear skies, 
Tides swift and ample, well-loved by ma, toward sundown, 
The flowing sea-currents, the little islands, larger ad• 
joining islands, the heights, the villas, 
......................... 
Immigrants arriving, t'i rte en or twenty thousand in a 
week, 
'!he carts hauling goods, the manly race or drivers ot 
her.see, the brown·faoed sailors • 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
The meohaDios of the oity, the masters, well•form1d, 
beautit'ul-taoed, looking you straight in the eyes, 
Trottoirs throng'd, vehicles, Broadlra.y, the women, the 
shopa and shows, 
A million people - manners free and superb - open voices -
hospitality - the most courageous an:l friendly 
young men, . 
City of hurried and sparkling waters l oi ty of spires 
and masts l . 84 City nested in bays \ my oi ty I 
84 Walt Whitman, op. cit., pages 478, 479. 
--
New York was a teeming oity" .tull of immigrants, meohanios, "a oity ot 
hurried and sparkling waters," a oi ty typical or America. Carl Sandburg and 
Walt Wbi tman did not oontine themselves to the cities however. They en-
compassed the entire continent. In The People, Yes, Carl Sandburg writes of 
- -
the Mississippi Rivers 
Six feet six was Davy Tipton 
and he had the proportions 
as king pin Mississippi River pilot 
nearly tilling the pilothouse 
as he took the wheel with a laugh: 
"Big rivers ought to have big r:ien." 85 · 
85 Carl Sandburg, THE PEOPLE, YES, page 9. 
Then Carl Sandburg writes of Texas: 
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The wind brings a "norther" 
to 'the long flat panhandle 
and in the shivering' oold they saya 
· "Between Armarilla and the North Polo 
11 only a barb Wire fenoe." 
whioh they give a twists 
. "Out ·here the only 1w1break 
ia the North Star." 
86 ~·, page 6. 
Sandburg writes ot the Prairies 
I am.here when the oities are goDB, 
I am here before the cities come. 
I nourished the lonely man on horaea. 
I will keep the laughing men who ride iron. 
I am dust of men. 
·················> Qnaha. alld Kansas 'City.- Minneapolis and St. Paul, 
aistera 1'1 r, house t.ogether, throwing slang, growing 
up. 
Town in the Ozarks, Dakota wheat towns, Wichita~ 
Peoria, Buffalo, sisters throwing slang, growing up. 
Out or prairie-brown grass crossed with a streamer ot. 
wigwam smoke - out or a smoke pillar, a blue 
promise - out or w1 'l:d ducks woven in greens and 
purples -
Here-I saw.a city rise and say to the peoples round worlds 
14sten, ,l am strong, I know what I want. 
Out of log houses and stumps - oanoes stripped from tree 
aides .. flatboats coaxed with an axe from the timber 
o!aims - in the years when the red and the white 
men met - the houses and streets rose. 
•, .............. •'• ... ···.• ..... . 
0 prairie mother, I am one of' your boys• 
I have loved the prairie as a man with a heart shot full 
. of pain over love. 
Here I know I will haIJker a!'ter nothing so auoh as one 
more sunrise >l!" a sky moon of tire doubled to a 
·river moon or water.· 
.................. 
I speak of new oi ties and new people~. 
I tell you the pa.st is a bucket or ashes. 
I tell you yesterday is a wi~ gone down, 
a sun dropped in the west. 
I tell you there is nothing in the world 
only an ocean of tvmorro1YB, 
a sky of tomorrows• 
I $Jn a brothe:l- of the oornh'l&Skers who say 
at sundowns 87 Tomorrow is a .day. 
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The wind brings a "norther" 
to the long f'la t panhandle 
and in the shivering' oold they saya 
, "Between Armarilla and the North Pole 
11 only a barb Wire tenoe." 
whioh they give a twists 
"Out·here the only wawtbrealc 
ia the North Star." . 
86 ~·· page 6. 
Sandburg writes of the Prairies 
I am.here when the oities are gom, 
I am here before the cities come. 
I nourished the lonely man on horses. 
I will keep the laughing men who ride iron. 
I am dust or men • 
• • • • • • • • • •. • • • • .. > 
Qnaha and Kansas'City, Minneapolis and St. Paul, 
a1sters 1'1 ,., house t.ogether, throwing slang, growing 
up. 
Town in· the Ozarks, Dakota wheat towni, Wiohi ta, 
Peoria, Buffalo, sisters throwing slang, growing up~ 
Out of prairie-brown grass crossed with a streamer ot 
wigwam smoke - out or a smoke pillar, a blue 
promise - out or wi ~d duoks w~ven in greens am 
purples -
Here c...I saw. a· oi ty rise and say to the peoples round world a 
14sten, ,I iun strong, I know what I want. 
Out or log houses and stumps - canoes stripped from tree 
Bides - flatboats coaxed with an axe from the timber 
o'.a.aims - in the years when the red and the white 
men met - the houses and streets rose. 
~·······~·····: ............ . 
O prairie mother, I am one or your boys. 
I have loved the prairie as a man with a hea~t shot full 
of pain over love. 
Here I know I will hatlker after nothing so auoh as one 
more sunrise ~~ a sky moon ot tire doubled to a 
·river moon or water.· 
•••••••••••••••• 
I speak ot new oi ties and new people •. 
I tell you the pa-st ia a bucket of ashes• 
I tell you yesterday 1s a wi~ gone down, 
a sun dropped in the west. 
I tell you there is nothing in the world 
only an ocean of tvmorrows, 
a sky or tomorrows. 
I j)m a brothel- of the oornhwskers who say 
at sundowns 87 Tomorrow is a day. 
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87. Rebecca West, ed., SELECTED POEll> OF CARL SANDBURG, Harcourt Brace 
Company, 1926, page 106. 
Walt Whitman, in~ Old Feuillage, writes or the different parts of' America. 
All sights, South, North, East - all deade, promiscuously 
done at all times, 
All oharaoters, movements, growths, a few motioed, myraids 
unnoticed, 
Through Minnahatta 1s streets I walking, these things gather-
ing; 
On interior rivers by night in the glare or pine knots, 
steamboats wooding up, 
Sunlight by day on the valley or the Susquehanna, and on the 
valleys or the Potomac and Rappahannock, and the valleys 
of' the Roanoke and Delaware. 
••••••••••••••••••••• 
The scout riding on horseback over the plains west of' the 
Mississippi, he ascends a knoll and sweeps his eyes 
arouudJ 
California lite, 'the miner, bearded, dress 1d in his rude 
coatwne, the staunch California triendship, the s•et 
air, the graves one in passing meets solitary just 
aside the horse-pathJ 
Down in Texas the cotton-field, the negro-cabins, drivers 
driving mules or oxen before rude carts, cotton bales 
piled on banks and wharve&J 
Encircling all, vast-darting up and wide, the American soul 
with equal hemisphere, one Love, one Dilation or Pride.aA 
88 Walt Whitman, ER_• !1!.•, page 175. 
America ia a spiritual as well as a geographic raot to Carl Sandburg 
and Wa.lt. l'fhitnan. They do not condone its materialism, its false social 
standards, its political weaknesses. They insist that in America lies the 
hope of' the world, that the rugged, pioneering ~pirit is the solution to 
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our problems. Theirs is a faith in the unknown, a f'ai th which is unwavering. 
wait Whitman speaks or his faith in Starting~ Paume.noks 
Victory, uni on, f'ai th, identity, time, 
The indissoluble compacts, riches, mystery, 
Eternal progress, the kosmos, the modern reports. 
This then is lire, 
Here is what has come to the surface a,rter so many 
throes and convulsions. 
How curious t how real l 
Underfoot tho divine soil, overhead the aun • 
•.......•.... ~.~ .... 
With firm am regular step, they wend, they never atop, 
Buooe1B1om or un, Amerioanoa, a hundred millions, 
Our generation playing its part and passing on,. 
Another ger.eration playing its part and passing on 
in its turn, 
With taoes turn'd sideways or baokwnrd toward me to 
listen, 
With eyes retrospective towards me. 89 
89 .!E.!!•, ·pages 14, 15 •. 
And Carl Sandburg apeake of his faith· in~ People, ~· 
One of the early Chicago poets 
One or the slouching u?:lderslung Chicago poets, 
Having only the savvy God gave him, 
Laoking a gat, lacking brass knuckles, 
Having one lead penoil to spare, wrote 1 
0 I am oredulous about the destiny ot me.n, 
And I believe more than I oan ever prove 
in the tuture or the human raoe 
and the importanoe or illusions, 
the value or great expeotations, 
I "would like to be at the same moment 
an earthworm ( whioh I am) and 
a rider to the moon (which I am.)" 
••••••o•oo•Looo•otoeo••• 
And man the stumbler and finder, goes on 
man the dreamer or deep dreams, 
man the shaper and9rer, man the anawe re r. 
90 Carl Samburg, THE PEOPLE, YES. page 43. 
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RELIGION 
Religion plays a large part in tho writings or Walt 'Whitman and Carl 
Sandburg. However,· religion must be defined. Theirs is not an orginary 
oonoeption or that f'requently used word. Walt Whitmn states his credo in 
the Preface to hie·l855 Edition ot LEAVES OF GRASSa 
Love the earth and sun and the animals, despise riches, 
give alms to every one that asks, stand up for the stupid 
and orazy, devote your income and labor to others, hate 
tyrants, argue not oonoerning God, have patience and in-
dulgenoe toward people, take off your hat to nothing known 
or unknown or to any man or number of men, go freely w1 th 
powerful uneducated persons and with the young men and 
with the mothers of families, read these leaves in the 
open air every season or the year of your life, reexamine 
all you have been told at school or church or in any book, 
dismiss whatover insults your own soul and your very flesh 
shall bit a great poem, and have the richest fluency not 
only in its words but in the silent lines or its Ups e.nd 
face and between the lashes ar your eyes and in every mo-
tion and joint of your body. 
91 Ibid., page 256. 
Thia is the religion, this the way or life for Walt Whitman. Religion ought 
to mean the way or life, not just a Sunday suit or morals whioh oan be put 
on eaoh week-end. Walt Whi tma.n tried to 11 ve this religion. He loved the 
earth and sun. When he was stricken with paralysis, he went baok to the 
sun and earth and there was partly oured. He stood up tor the stupid and 
the crazy. R11 income was never large, but he gave freely or that to the 
wounded men in Washington. He did not qmstion oonoerning God. He had the 
faith which ~ooepts Divinity without fear. Franoos Winwe.r says or Whi tman•s 
re,ligiona 
Vaguely at first with a ohild's understanding, he 
appr.ehended what every good Quaker should believe • 
that the inner Deity is a surer guide than churobes, 
doctrines or even the teaching or the Bible. In a 
sense therefore, every man is holy, and every body 
it naored for being the lamp through which the Inner 
Light may burn. All are sharers in the oommon di-
vinity. the poor, the ignorant, for there is no 
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veasol so mean that it~~~ not reoeive the divine 
Host, and speak tor him. 
92 Franoes Winwe.r, op. oit., page 24. 
Harris on S. Morris says t 
This, in brief', is hi& aoheme; he deals with the 
forbidden, and makes it saoredJ death is as sweet 
as lif'e; religion is not a vain oreed, it is the 
revola1ion or divine law in the universe; llliraoles 
are not the exolusive property or eool~siastios, 
mi.moles lie about us in the simplest 3rowth ot 
Nature a 
"A mouse 1s m.ire.olo enoa3h to staggeratx• 
tillions or infidels t" 
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93 Harrison S. llorris, WALT VffiITJW~, :&rvard University Press, 1929, page 38. 
But not to quote from other authorities, let us· turn to LEAVES OF GRASS and 
to the 3 !:!_ Myaelt. Here Whitman tells us •hat he believes about God. 
And I say to mankind, Be not curious about God, 
For I who am curious about each am not ourious about God, 
(No array or terms oan say how muoh I am at peace about 
God and about death.) 
Why should I wish to see God better than this day? 
I see something of' God each hour of' tho twenty-tour, 
and each moment then, 
In the faces of men and women I see God, and in my own 
i'aoe in the glass, 
I find letters from God dropt in the street, and every 
one is sign'd by God's name, 
And I loave them where they are, tor I know that 
wheresoe 1er I go, 
Others 11111 pur:ot\\ally oome tor ever and ever. 
And as to you Death, arid your ~4tter hug of mortality, it 
is idle to try to alarm me. 
94 Walt Whi1:man, op. cit., page 90. 
--
H9 &aw the good and. the inspiration in powertul uneducated people. I have 
already spoken or his friendship with Pete-r Doyle, the Washington street oar 
driver. But there were many more. The drivers or the oars in New York knew 
him by name. It is. said that onoe he drove the oar for a driver who was 1 ll 
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and thus saved' his job. Walt Whitman ·aaw tluit religion had to be a practical 
thing. Ha had no loyality to any denomination, to any creed - save that ot 
justice, equality, humility. Again iu tho ~2£. v,self' he says a 
I do not despise you priosts, all time, the world over, 
~ faith is tho greatest or f'ai tbs and the least of' f'ai ths, 
Enclosing worship anoient and modern and all botween ancient 
and modorn, 
Bolioving I shall come again upon tho earth af'ter five 
thousand yae.rs, 
Waiting responses trom oracles, honoring the gods, saluting 
the sun, 
Making a fetioh of' the first rook or stump, pov1owing with 
stioks in the oirole of' obis, 
Helping the llama or brahmin as he trims the lampcl or 
the idols, 
Dancing yot through the streets in· a phallic procession, 
rapt and austere in the woods a gymnosophiat, 
Drinking mead from the skull-cup, to Shastas and Vedas admirant, 
minding the Koran, , 
Walking the toekal lis, •potted with gore from the stone and 
knife, beating the serpent-skin drum, 
Aooopting the Gospels, aooopting him that was orucit'ied. 
knowing assuredly that lie is divine, 
To the mass klltleling or the puritan's pr~r rising, or 
11 tting patiently in a pew,. 
Ranting and i'rothi ng in my insane orisis, or wa.i ting 
dead-like till my spirit arouses me, 
Looking forth on pa.vemant and land, or outside ot pavement 
~l~, ' 00 
Belonging to the winders of the oirouit or o1rou1ts. 
95 ~·, pago 81 
Religion does not belong to any one nation. No-~hall say that there is any 
one way to worship - but there must be worship. The important thing to Walt 
Whi 'bnan is that he joins in the fellowship of faith, "my faith is the ·greatest 
or faithrr attl the loast of taiths." John Burroughs writes or the religion 
ot Walt 1lhi tmans 
The old religion, the religion of our rather, was rounded 
on a ourse. Sin, ropentenoe, fear, Satan, hell, play im• 
portant parts ••• He si~s a new song, he tastes a new joy 
in life. The earth is aa divine as the heaven, and there 
is no god more sacred than yourselt ••• we ha.VO absolute 
faith and aooeptanoe in place or tear and repentance or 
tha old oreeds ••• carried out in practioe this demooratio 
religion wi 11 not beget priests, or ohurohes, or oreeda, 
or rituals, but a life cheerful and full on all sides, 
holpful, loving, unworldly, tolerant, open-souled, 
temperate, f'oarless, free, and oontemplating with 
pleasure, rather than alarum, the "exquisite transition 
of' death I 96 
96 John Burroughs, ~· ~·, pages 261, 265. 
Whi Una.n and Sandburg resont anyone telling them how to worship. Their 
religion is a personal, private matter. Whitman predicted that there would 
be no need tor priests in America. In the Preface to the 1855 Edition of 
LEAVES OF GRASS. l'lhi tmnn says: 
There will soon be no more priests. Their work is done. 
They may wait awhile ••. perhaps a generation or two ••• 
dropping oft by degrees. A superior brood shall take 
their plo.oo. A new order shal 1 arise and t.lioy shall 
be the priests of r.ian and e·very man shall be his own 
priest ••• Thay shall find their ideal in real objeota 
,today, symptoms of' the past, and future ••• T'ney shall 
not deign to define immortality or God or the perfec-
tion of' things or liberty or the exquisite beauty and 
reality of the soul. They shall arise in America am 
be respanded to from the remainder or the earth.97 
97 Walt Yihitmani ~· ~·' page_ 257. 
Each man shall be his own priest. There shall be no quibbling over the• 
ological terms. Religion will not be a fearful thing, but an experience 
or joy and intellectual progress. Mankind all over the world shall look to 
Am.erioa for their religious example. Here they shall find freedom or wor• 
ship in its largest sense. 
Car.l Sandburg writes in ! Contempory; Bunkshooter ot' the type of preach-
ing which fills him 1fi th indignation. He pictures the minister preaohing 
the reU.gion of !"ee.r• .. Sandburg. t'e'als that religion is a praotioal thing, 
an experience or emotional and intalleotual satisfaction. "I won't take my 
religion from F..ny man who never works except w1. th his mouth and never 
ohe ris hes Erny memory except the faoe of the woman on the .Amer ioan silver 
dollar." This is what Sandburg soath:lngly calls a "bunkshooter"c 
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You oome along ••• teari:ng your shirt ••• yolling about Jesus. 
Where do you get that stuff? 
What do you know nbout .Jesus? 
tlesus had a we.y"of talking soft and outside or a few 
bankers o.ni hie;her-ups among the .oon men of Jeru-
salem everybody liked to have this Jesus around 
beoause he mver made any :f'e.ko pe.sses and every-
thing .he said went and he helped the siolc and gave 
the people hope. 
You oome along squirting words at us, slamming your fist 
and calling us all dam fools so fioroe the froth 
slobbers over your. lips •. always blabbing we' re all 
going to hell straight off and you xnow all about it • 
. · ..... ~ ............... . 
I don't want a lot of' gab from a bunkshooter in my 
religiox:. 
I won't tako my rolicion from any man who mver works 
oxoopt with his mouth and never oherishes any memory 
exoept the f'aoe or the woman on the American silver 
dollar; 
I ask you to oom through and show mo where you're 
pouring out the blood or your lire. 
I've been to this suburb of Jerusalem they oall Golgotha, 
where they na.i led Hirn, nnd I l::now if tho story is 
straight it was real blood ran .trom His hands and 
the nail-hole, and it was real blood spurted in red 
drops where the spear of the Roman soldier ranmed 
in between the ribs or this Jesus of Uazareth. 98 
98 Carl Sandburg, CHICAGO POE1~, page 61. 
Religion to Carl Sandburg was a personal experience. His was an independent 
attitude. He would not have any one preaching to him what he could not ao-
oept. He f'inds religion is too great a thing in the life of' man to be oon-
f'ined within any man-ma.de limits. Religion is a universal thing. In Good 
Morning, Amerio& he writas of' the universality or God and henae or religiona 
I have looked over the earth and seen the swarming or 
cliff~,,.Snt people to a different God -
White men with prayers to a whi to God, blaok men with 
prayers to a blaok God, yollow-taces before altars 
to a yellow-face God -
Amid burning fires they have pictured God with a naked 
skin, a.~id frozen rooks they have pictured God clothed 
and shaggy as a polar bear .. · 
I have met stubs or men broken in the pain and mutilation 
ot war saying God is forgetful and too far off', 
too far a.way -
I have met people saying they talk with God faoti to faoe; 
they tell God, hello God and how are you GodJ 
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they get familiar with God and hold intimate oon-
versati.ons -
Yet I have ~t other people saying they are a.f'raid to 
see God race to face ror they would ask questiona 
oven aa God micht ask them questions. 
I ha.ve seen these fnota or God and man alld anxious 
earthworms huntine ror a hor.-e • 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
I have said, the priosts of' many new wings, many fresh 
rliehts, many ol"Je.n propellers, shal 1 be on the 
oky bofo6S we understand and the work or wings 
and air. 
99 Carl Sandburg, GOOD MO:rm:mo, AMEHICA, page 6. 
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Sandburg tinds God to be black to the black I!f.ln e.nd yellow tor the yellow 
man. God is what en.oh m.e.n thinks ho is. Of course the. t may not be the right 
idea about God, but who has the right to say which idea is tho true one? 
There will be Mny new wings against the sky before we nunderstam God and 
the work or 1'ings nnd air." No man known - but all have faith. In~ People, 
Yess 
Was he preaching or writing poetry or talking through 
his hat? 
Fie we.a a Chitlf'.man snying, "The fishes though 
deep in the water may be hooked. The birds 
though high in the air may be shot• Me.n's 
heart only is out or renoh. The heavens may 
be t'lElasured. The earth may. be surveyed. 100 The hoart or 1'!19.n alone is not to be known~q 
100 Carl Sandburg, TTIE PEOPLE, YES, page 76. 
There is a. i'e.i th, a hope, 1llln is not left to walk the way alone• In one of 
his poems Samburg expresses it by saying that man he.a a "shovel or eta.rs 
tor keeps." · In tha same poem he ce.l ls hope a "tattered flag"• 
Hope is a tattered flag and. a dream out or time. 
Hope is a hea.rtspun word1 the rainbow, the. she.dblow 
in white, 
the evening star inviolable over the ooal mimis, 
The ahimmer of northern Hgt.ts aoross a. bitter 'Winter 
night. 
The blue hills beyond the smoke of the steel works, 
Tho birds who go singing on to their ma.tea in peace, 
war, pea.oe, 
The ten-oent arooua bulb blooming in a used oar 
aal ea room, · 
The horseshoe over the door, the luokpieoe in the 
pocket, · 
The kiss and the aotnf"orting laugh and resolve - 101 Hope is an eoho, hope ties itself yonder, yonder. 
101 ~·' page 29. 
With the faith whioh these two have there oan be no rear or death. 
Death, as John Burroughs said, is to be weloom.ed. In Lilacs Last in the 
---
Dooryard Bloom'd Whitman has written his Lyrio, "Come .Lovely and SoothiDg 
Death." This lyric has been quoted be.fore. In~ 2£ ,:!:!':! Cradle Endlessl;y; 
Rooking Whitman tells or the sorrow of a bird at the loss or his mate. As 
a boy Whitman heard the song or the lonely bird by the seaside. Not only is 
he impreued with the beauty of the bird's song, but he learns not to tear 
death, Be says i 
A word then, (tor I will conquer it,) 
The word tinal, superior to all, 
Subtle, sent up - what is ~t? - I listenJ 
Are you shisperiDg it, and have been all the time, 
you sea-waves? 
Is that it from your· liquid rims and wet sands? 
Whereto answering, the sea, 
Delaying not, hurrying not, 
Whisper'd me through ~he night,.and very plainly before 
daybreak, 
Lisp'd to IIB the low and delicious word death, 
And again death, death, death, death, 
Hissing melodious, neither like the bird nor like my 
arous 1 d child's heart, 
But edging near so privately tor me rustling at my feet, 
Creeping the nee steadily up to my ears and laving me 
softly all over, 
Death, death, death, death, death. 
Which I do not forget, 
But ruse the song or my dusky demon and brother, 
That he. sang to me in the moonlight on Paumanok•a 
gray beach, 
With the thousam responsive songs at random, 
1.(y' own songs a.waked from that hour, 
And with them the key, the word up trom the waves, 
The word or the sweetest song and all songs, 
That strong and delioious word which, creeping to 
my feet, 
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(Or like some old crone rooking the cradle, swathed in 
sweet garments·'· ben~~ aside, ) 
The sea whisper'd me. 
102 Walt llhitm.an, 21?_• ~·· page 262. 
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Whitman says here :that his whole poetic output is based on the love or death. 
He said that as a. boy he heard the song or the sea and the song or the bird 
·am there began hia .f'asoination w1 th death. Certainly Whitman says over and 
over again that death is the ultimate result or life and therefore must be 
looked forward to as another beginni.ng rather than an ending. 
The aame sort or expeotanoe of'.death is expressed by Carl Sandburg. 
Here he pictures death as a 1V8lcome release after a well lived lite. In 
the ~ ~ he says s 
I am glad God saw Death 
And gave.Death a job taking care or all who are tired 
or livings 
When all the wheels in a· clock are worn and slow and 
the oonneotions loose 
And the clook goes on ticking and telliDg the wrong time 
tram hour to hour 
And the people around the house joke a.bout who. t a bum 
clock it· is .. 
How glad the ol_ook is when the big Junk Man drives 
his wagon . 
Up to the house and puts his arms around the olook 
and says s 
"You don't.belong here, 
You gotta oome 
Along with me," 
How glad the clock is then, when it reels the arm.s or the 
Junk Kan close around it and carry it away.103 
lOS Carl Sandburg, CHICAGO POEMS, page 181. 
Death ia the natural end of' life, and also the beginning of' something else. 
We don't know exactly what, but Sandburg and Whitman are not afraid. "Hope 
ties itselt yonder, yonder." Immortality is not questioned - it is expected. 
Religion, rcr Carl Sandburg and Walt Whitman, was not apart from their 
lives, but a summation ot their thoughts. All that they believed abrut 
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equality, juatioe, honor, evil, good, brotherhood • all these were a part or 
their religion. I am not,trying to say that these men were fanatics religiously, 
but they did live their religion. There was an arrogance in this idea. They 
decided tor themselves what was worthy ot their worship. Carl Sandburg once 
said, ,nI want the respeot or intellectual men but I will choose tor myself 
the intelligent. I love art but I will decide fo~:111yselt what is art. I 
adore beauty but only my own 'Boul shall tell me what is beauty. I worship 
God but I define God for myself'. I em an indivi<!ual. The pleasure or my 
own heart shall be first to inf'orm m.e when I have done good work." 104 For 
104 Amy Lowell, ~·~·· page 210 
minds less sure or life and its meaning this is perhaps a, dangerous doctrine. 
Whitman and Sandburg 11ere rebels. They do not rebel senselessly, however. 
Theirs has been a thoughtt'ul, planned rebellion against all conventional 
standards. They are not rebelling just because the standards are oon~entional, 
but because oonventionali ty does not allow men to think, beoause oorrven-
tionality would place ea.oh individual into a mold ages old. Carl Sandburg 
in ~ Morning, America says i 
Who put up that cage? 
Who hung it up with bars, doors? 
Why do those on the inside want to get out? 
Why do those outside want ',to got in? 
What is this orying inside ,,and out all the time? 
What is this endless, useless.beating of b!ffled 
.wings at these bars, doors, .this cage? 05 
105 Carl Sandburg, GOOD MORNING, AMERICA, page 152. 
Carl Sandburg calls this poem Monez, Politics, ~· ~Glory. Conventional 
aims, conventional desires, conventional standards of success. The religion 
or these men laughs at oonventionali ty. Religion is as free as the wind, as 
unhampered with the doctrines of good and evi 1 as the creatures of' wood. 
Good· and evil are conventional terms, ternus eet up ·by sooiety to judge the 
doings of' its citizens·. ·'Whitne.n says or good a'Dd evils 
Qnnes I omnea I let others ignore what they may, 
I nake the poem ot' evil also·, I oom."!16morate that 
part also, 
I am myself, just as muoh evil as good, and my nation 
' ia "" e!!d l say there is in t'aot no evil, 
(Or it there is l say it is just as important to you, 
to the la'Dd or to me, as any thing oleo.) 105 
106 Walt Whitman, ~·-2!!•• page 18 
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Sandburg am Whitman want the truth in religion. 'l'hey cannot believe that· 
religion should be ruled by what society'. has said but by what one really 
experiences. In Sandburg• s poem Child, he, expresses the idea that no one but 
ourselves oan ans11er our questions nbout religion. No dogma ought to guide 
us. Thie 1a an extremely personal matter. 
The young ohild, Christ, is straight ,,i.nd wise 
And asks questions of' the old men;. questions 
Found under running water tor all children 
And found under shadows thrown on still watera. 
By tall treas looking downward, old and gnarled. 
Found to th~ eyeP ot ohildr9n alone, untold, 
Singing a low song in the lomlineaa. 
A'Dd the young child, Christ, goes on aeking 
And the. old inen ans11Sr nothing and only know lovy01 For the young ohild1 Christ, straight and wise. 
107 Carl Sandburg, CHICAGO POEY3, · page 140. 
Religion was tho basis or their careers. Religion, not in the conven-
tional sense, na the genesis of 'their writing. '!1ley felt deeply about lite, 
felt an urgency to. write to berief'it mankind morally, spiritually. All their 
poems take on a religious fervor, a note of evangelism. They preaoh - some-
times realistically, even crudely ... but theirs is a message which outs 
straight to the heart or modern oivili£ation. 
WORLD BROTHERHOOD 
It is extremely dittioult to out any clear line of demarkation between 
the various topios discussed 1n this paper. So muoh ot the work or Walt 
Whitman and Carl Sandburg contains all or t:1e topics which have been oalled 
to your attention. Brotherhood is a topic which has been touched upon in 
praotioally all parts or the thesis. However, these two tmn wrote with such 
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emphaBis upon this theme that I think 1 t would be wise to ddsouss .1 t furtheJ'. 
John Burroughs, the close friend of Walt Whitman. wrote a summation ot 
Whitman's ideas or 'brotherhood. He says s 
Whitman nade himself the brother and equal of all, not 
in word,· but in very deed; he was in himself a compre-
hend of the people tor which he spoke, and this breadth 
ot sympathy and tree giving or hiDelt has resulted in an 
unexpeoted acoeasio~ of power.lllJ 
108 John Burroughs, ~· ~·, page 99. 
Walt Whitman grew into literary maturity during o. time of war, hate, 
and miaundera tatlding. '!he. Civil War not only was a military event but an 
era of extremely significant social importance. Naturally under a topic ot 
brotherhood when the Civil War is mentioned one thinks immediately ot the 
negro. As tar as we know Whitman had veey 11 ttle oontaot with the mgro 
aa an individual. His championing ot the oauae ot emancipation was due to 
the faot that he belmd that no human being should be enslaved. In the 
Song ot Myself' he identified himself with the escaping negro slave. 
The runaway slave oame to .my· house and atopt outside, 
I heard his motions oraokling the twigs of the woodpile, 
Through the swung halt-door ot the ki toh6n I n.w him 
Umpsy and weak, 
And went where he sat on a log and led him in and assured 
him, If 
And brought water and fill'd a tub tor his sweated budy 
am bruis 'd feet, 
And gave him a room that enter'd from m:y own, am glve him 
some coarse olean clothes, 
And remember perfectly well his revolving eyes and his 
a:wkwardne 88, 
And remember putting plasters on the galls of his neok 
and anklea1 
Be ata1d with me a 'Week bef'ore he reoup~rated and paas•d 
north, 
I had him sit next me at table, my tire-look lean'd in 
the corner. 109 
109 Walt Whitman, .2·~·· pages 37, 38. 
There is no reoord or Whitman having had such an oxperienoe, but in spirit 
he was willing to take the risk of' harboring a run-away slave. Further on 
in the same poem the identif'ioa.tion w1 th hit1.self' be.comes even more marked. 
The hounded slave !'lags in the.r~ce, leans by the fence, 
·· blowing, cover'd with eweP.t, 
The twinges tha.t sting like needles his legs and neck, 
the l!lllrderous buckshot and the bullets, 
All these I feel or at1.. · 
I am the hounded slave, I Wince at the bite of the· dogs, 
Hell and· despair are upon me, orack and again crack the 
marksmen, 
I olutoh the rails of the fence, my gore drips, thinn'd 
w1 th the oo.1e of my skin, 
I fa.11 on the weeds and stones, 
The riders spur their unwilling ho~sos, haul close, 
Taunt my dizzy ears and beat me violently over the 
head with whip-stocks. 110 
110 ~·· page 68. 
This is brotherhood in the extreme. Slavery was not a mere political foot-
ball to Walt Whitman. It was a !llltter of social importance, a matter oon-
oerning men - therefore ot vital importance to him. John Bailey says of' the 
slavery issue and Walt Whitman: 
No political doubts, then, alter the tact that the 
slave issue was the dominant issue of' Whitman's life • 
. It gave him the only great and publio opportunity or 
bringing his gospel of demooraoy, equality ~nd the 
"divine average" to the test •• •The question or slavery 
on the other hand, was not so rnuch poli tioal as per-
sonal, human, moral, ani religioua. It is issues or 
that sort which burn themselves into mn's hearts and 
memories J and Linooln will be always remembered as the 
Conma.Ilder-in-Chie.f, and Whitman as the poet, .of the 
war whioh killed slavery. 111 
111 John Bailey,· op. oit., pages 15, 16. 
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Whitman is· all· through his poems identifying himself with the sooial out-casts, 
the under ~og. This reeling or union with the underprivileged nakes the 
slavery issue even more im.portant to lfhi tman. 
Just as Whtbnan found the slavery· ,issue in his time, Carl Sandburg finds 
the industrial slav: in his time. Sandburg is scathing in his vath against 
the people who.make it possible for social injustice to be done. In one or 
hie poems, ~ Itnroth, he writes s 
Oross the hands over the breast here - so. 
Straighten the' legs a little more - so. 
And call !'or the wagon to come a."Jd take her home. 
Hor mother will ory some end so will her sisters 
and brothers. 
But a.11 of' the others got d·own and they are safe and 
thil is the only one or the factory girls who 
wasn't lucky in ma.king the jump when the fire 
broke. 
It is the hand of q,od and the lack of fire esoapeu.112 
112 Carl Sandburg, CHICAGO POE~, pace 33• 
In another poem, Child ..2£. !!!_ Romans, Carl Sandburg speaks or our eoonomio 
al.aves a 
The dago shovelman Bits by the railroad track 
Eating a noon meal or bread and bologna. 
A train whirls by, and men and women at tables 
Alive with red roses and yellow jonquils, 
Eat steaks 'running w1 th brown gravy, 
Strawberries and oream, eclaires and coffee. 
The dago shovelman finishes the dry bread and bologna, 
Washes it down with a dipper from the water-boy, 
And goes back to the seoond half of a ten-hour day's 
work, 
Keeping the road-bed. so the roses and jonquils 
Shake hardly at all in the out glass vases 113 Standing slender on the tables· in the dining car. 
113 Carl Sandburg, CHICAGO POEMS, pa.go 24• 
earl Sandburg has been called tm poet of industrial Amerioa. Here we see 
that he tully qualities for that title. The indignation he feels for the 
people who acquiesce in matters needing attention 1s brought out in the two 
poems quoted abfve. He does not prea.oh age.inst the out-right cruelty, but 
the uneot:moious indifteronoe toward n fellow hUme.n'being. 
Carl Sandburg and Wa.lt Wh.iiman did· not confine their feelings ot 
brotherhood to the boundaries of the United States. Theirs is a world at• 
titude. They toel that only through comradeship the world oan learn: to live 
together. Racial p~sjudioe has no place in th~ir scheme or world brother-
hood. In,!!!!. Pooplei ~ Carl Sandburg says s 
"When God ti niahed ?!laking tho world 
He had a few stinking so raps or mud left over 
and used it to make a yellow dog." 
(and when they hate any race or m.tion 
they name that raoe or nati.on114 in place Of the yellow dOG•) 
·114 Carl Sandburg,. THE PEOPLE, YES, page, 116. · 
In the same poem Sandburg talks about the· love ot fellowman, and he st.ya ot 
that lovet 
Love, a cough, an itch,· or a fat pouch cannot be hid~ 116 
·Love, a cough~ smoke, money or poverty is hard to hide. 
116 . Ibid•, pt.~ 116• 
-
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It one ha.a the reeling ot brotherhood, love for the "yellow dog," to what-
ever nation he may belong, then that love cannot be hidden. It must expreea 
1taelt in some WB.Y• Carl Sandburg says of' those peoplo in the world to whom 
we feel superior in ~ People,~• 
Naughts, are naughts into rii'fraff, 
Nothing plus nothing equals nothing. 
Soum is soum and dregs are dregs• 
"This flotsam and jetsam•" 
There is the House of Have and the House or li&v:?-N-.::t. 
God named the Baves as oaratnkel"B or the Have-Nots• 
Thia shepherding 11 a divine decree laid on the bettors. 
"And surely you know when you are among your betters?" 
Who were those editors picking the most 
detestable; wrd in· the EngliGh la.DgUage 
and· deoiding the one t"Vord just a 11 ttle 
worse than any otl.l6r you oan think: ot 
1e itexolusiva"? 
118 Ibid. , pase 53. 
-
wa1t Whi'bnan thought along these se.me lines. His was a reeling or brother-
hood Tlhioh enoOlllpassed the entire world. 1:Je did not know theee p~ople whom 
he was trying to bring into the reach of' his love, but he was willing to in-
clude them all. In Salut ~Monda he writess 
What do you see Wnlt Whitman? 
Who a.re they you salute, and that ono a.f'ter another 
salute you? 
I see a great ~ound wonder r~lling through space, 
I aee diminute farms, hamlets, ruins, graveyards, 
factories, pa.laces, hovels, huts of' barbarians, 
·jails, tents of nomads upon the surface, 
I aee the shaded part on one. side where tlile sleepers 
are sleeping. and the B\mli t side on tbs other 
side, 
I eee the curious rapid change of the light and shade, 
I see distant lands, as real and near to the inhabi +,ants 
of them as my land is to me. 
••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Eaoh of' us inavl table, 
Ee.ch or us limitless - each or us with his or her right 
upon tho earth, 
Eaoa or us allow'd the eternal purports of the eart~. 
Each of us here as dtrlnely as any is here • 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . 
My spirit has pass 'd in compa~sion and determination 
around the whole earth, 
I have look'd for equals a.nd lovers and found them 
ready for me in all lands.· 
I think some divine rapport has equalized Il'l8 with them • 
. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . ,/ ........ . 
Toward you all, in Atnerioa'a name, 
I raise high the perpendicular hand, I make "the signal, 
To remain af'ter me insight forever, 
For all the haunts and homes of men. 117 
117 watt Whitman, .21?.· !!.!··page 141. 
1~----------------------------~~----------~----------~~--~-----
Love for his fellowman was something whioh could not be hidden. He felt 
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that love 'WD.S the bond which would save the world. Walt lihiiman was an 
element in the stream.of vivilization, of the flood of humanity. He oould 
not escape tb3 swelling tide of love which flowed over him when he oontem-
plated tbs vast sea of human t'aoes he saw. Brotharhood ot' man ns not ideal, 
but was a fact to Walt nhi.tm.an. In Crossing Brookl~ Forrz he exultsi 
The i~palpe.ble sustenance ot me from all things at all houre 
of the day, 
The simple, com.pact, well•join'd scheme, myself dieinte-
, grated, every one disintegrated yet parl of the scheme, 
The similitudes of the past and those of the future, 
The glories atrunr; like beads on my smallest sight and hee.r-
ine;s, on the walk in the street and the passage over 
the river,· 
The current rushing so swiftly and swimming with me te.r away, 
The ·others that are tor ollow me, the ties between me and them, 
The certainty of others. the life, love, sight, hearing of 
others. 
•••••••••••••••••••••••• 
It avails not, time nor place - d istanoe avails not, 
I am 'ii:th you, you men and wotoon of a generation, or ever so 
many generations hence·, 
Just as you feel when you look on the ri var and sky, so 
I t'el t,: 
Just ~s any or. you is one of a living crowd, I was one of 
a crowd, 
Just as you are refresh'd by the gladness of the river 
e.nd the bright flow, I was refresh,i d, 
Just as you stand and lean on the rail, yet hurry with 
the swift current, I stood yet was hurried, 
Just as you look in the nunberless masts of ship!1~nd the thiok-stemm•!d pipes of sterunboe.ts, I look'd• 
118 Ibid., pages 163,164. 
- . 
Whitman not only ident1.t.'1ed himself' mi th the people of his time, but with the 
generations yet to oome. He feels as it' he is part of ali humanity. 
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To such men as Cnrl Sandburg and Walt Whitman war was a great catastrophe. 
Both feel .that war 1s caused by the break-down or brotherhood. In ~ People, 
.!!,! Carl Sandburg says or He te: 
Bate 1s a·vapor fixed and mixed. 
Hate is a vapor blown ·and thrown. 
And the wnr lasts till the hate dies down 
And· the crazy Four Horsemen have handed' the people 
Hunger ar.d filth e.nd a stink too heavy to st~t:d.~ 
Then the· earth sends forth bright new grass 
And the land begins to breathe easy again 
Though the he.ta of the people dies slow: e.nd hard. 
· · Hate is ·a lingering heavy swamp mist. 119 
119 Carl Sandburg, THE FEOPLE, YES, page 28. 
Wn'.J.t l'ihitme.n· oould not hate oven in a. period of ·oivil strife. War had come 
and had to be do alt with. Wbi 1:man round· the horrors, tho sorrows.. hard to 
bear, but he found hope in 1:he future.· Robert Louis Stevenson writes of the 
effeot of' war on Whitme.n•e writing: 
WhHman' a intense Americanism,· his unlimited belief' in 
the future or These States (as, with reverential oapi tals, 
he loves to call them), llltde tho war a period of great . 
trial to his soul. The new virtue, Unionism, or whioh he 
is the sole inventor .. soemed to have fallen into prema.• 
ture unpopulatity. All that he loved, hoped, or hated, hung 
in the, bale.nae •. And the grune of' war was not only momen-
tous in its issues: it sublimated his spirit by its heroio 
displays, and tortured him intimately by the speotaolo of 
its horrors. It was a theatre .. it was a plaoe or eduoa· 
tion, it was like a season of religious revival. He watched 
Lincoln eoing daily to his work; he studied and frater-
nized with young soldiers_passing to the frontJ above all, 
he walked the hospitals, reading the Bible, distributing 
clean clothes, or apples, or tobaooo11~0patient, helpful, reverend man, :f\tll of kind speeches. 
120 Robert Louis Stevenson, FAMILIAR STUDIES OF MEN AND BOOKS, Charles 
Scribner's Song, 1919, pages 107, 108. 
Whitman felt that the cause of the Unionwns the one just cause. But he 
ministered to the Southern as w.all as the Northern soldier. J1:>l:in Bailey 
says of' Whitman's poems 'Which ca.rm out or 1:he wars 
The great poems of' war oan no more bo written in the 
spirit or bellicose arrogance than they can in the 
still more ignoble spirit whose ccy is "Anything bet .. 
tar than nr and any country in preference to my own." 
The fine quality of these poems or Whitman's depends 
partly on that gift of transcending and reconciling 
opposites which is t'.ound in so many ot' the great human 
utterances; in their strange harmonizing of' the re-
lentlessness of war1!f th the uttermost tenderness ot charity and poace. 
121. John Bailey, ,2£• 2!!•, page 171. 
In the Wound Dresser Walt Whitman speaks of' the dual nature or war, the 
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horror and the soul olea.nsing which war brings• He hated war, but he welcomed 
the awakening of purpose vtiich he believed it gave his oountry. 
Thus in silenoe in dreams'. projeotions, 
Returning, resuming, I t.hread my way through the hospitals, 
The hurt,a.nd wounded I paoify with soothing hand, 
I •it by the restless all the dark ni.ii:ht, sonie are 10 
young, 
Some suffer so much, I recall the exparienae sweet 
and sad,· 
(~ny a soldier's lovi~ arrnS about this naok mve 
oro6~ed ard rested, . 122 
H.tny a soldier's kiss dwells on these bearded lips.) 
122 Walt Whitman, .!?l?.• ~·· page 319. 
B9 hoped to see an America !'ully revived by the letting or the blood or her 
sons. In !!,l Blue Ontario's ~ore: 
J.. Nation announcing itself, 
I myself' make the or.ly growth by v:hioh I can be appreoiatod. 
I reject none, aooept all, then reproduce all in my own forms 
A breed whose p:-oor is in tiMe and deeds, 
What we are .we are, nativity is answer enough to 
objections, 
We wield ourselves as a weapon is wielded, 
We are powerful e.nd tremendous in ourselves, 
Wo are exooutivo in ourselves, we are surtioient in 
the variety of ourselves, 
We are th~ most beautiful to ourselves and in ourselves, 
We stand s~lt-pohed in the middle, branohing thenoa 
, over the worlt'., 
From Mis~ouri, Nebraska, or Kansas, laughing attaoke 
to soorn. 
Nothing is sinful to us outside of ourselves. 
Whatever appears, whatever does not o.ppeari we are 
beautiful Ol" sinful in ourselves only. 2! 
123 ~·· pago 347. 
After the war Whitman felt that America had come of age. Now she was able 
.to take her place among the brotherhood or nations. 
Carl Sandburg writes about war. Ho does not thi~k that ftr has bene-
fio:l.al eff'eots. Rather he thit1lcs that wars are like growing pa.ins of child• 
ren. ·Perhaps· after the world has let blood long enough, men will learn the 
lessons or ooopex-ation. He sayo in~ People, .!!!!.• 
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The first world war cazne and its oostwns laid on the 
people, ·· 
The seoond world ?mr - the third - what Tfill be the oost? 
And will it repay the.people for all that they pay? 
····~···••ii··········· And after the strife of' war · 
begins the strife of peace. 
' ............ ~ ...... . 
The hull8n raoe in misery snarls, 
The writhing becomes a mob. 
The mob is the beginning of something. 
Perhaps the mournf"ul beginning 
Of a maroh out of' darkness. 
Into a lesser darkness 
And so 'on until 
The domes of smooth ~hadows 
Space themselves into tall triangles 
And nations exoha.?lt;,"'e oleande!"s 124 Instead of' gas, loot, and hot oargo. 
124 . Carl Sandburg, TEE PEOPtE, YES, page 183. 
Carl Sandburg .has faith that the W!U'B will oease. He pictures the hope or 
mankind for peace very charmingly. He shows us a little girl who lived 
during the time of restless peace between World War I and World War II. 
In ~ People, ~ he has her says 
The little girl rflw her .first troop parade and asbd 
"Whnt are these/f ff 
"Soldiers." 
"What are soldiers?" 
"They are fen• ws.r. They fi~t and each tries to kill 
as many of the other side as he oan." 
The girl hold still and studied. 
"Do you know ••• ! know something?" 
"Yes, what is it you know?" 
0 Somet1me they'll give a war and no body will oome."125 
125 ~· • page 43. 
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Brotherhood which covers the world is the ultimate 001<0lu1ion of the philoso-
phy of Walt Whitman e.nd Carl Sandburg. Their brotherhood was not an a'bdtraot 
thing. They put it into praotice. Whitman worked in the hospital tents until 
his health·w·as gone. Carl Sandburg grow up e.mone; his great little people, 
he knew thom and loved them. Cameron Rogers says of the philosophy or Walt 
He oonoei vod e. friendship f'or mankind as candid 
and as oont'ident as he.possessed for men, frionds ot' 
his intimate aotivi ties and intoreats ••• The proa~i-
tute and tho thief held in his open 111'.ld unbarred oon-
aoiouaness equal shares of his sympathy and under-
standing wi.th the individuals whose virtue or whose 
prob1 ty has achieved reward. Wnl t. preserving wi. thin 
hi!Alielt the.seeds of' every human failing and feli~ity, 
utterly, abnormally, devoid of personal prejudioe, was 
developing an attitude toward mankind which ••• bespoke 
a oapaoity or tolerant wisdom in general fW!linarly 1 typioal of' but few men and in partioular·of only one. 26 
.126 cam~ron Rogers, ~· ~·· pn10 94. 
'Walt Whitman and Carl ~andburg never lose faith in the ultimate triumph ot 
the oommon man the world over. They find a hope beyond all tho sordid, 
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oynioal, disbelievil)& philosophies of URill::il!d. The~rs 'is not a blind faith • 
but 1.t i~ an unshakeable one. Some day, so:!lawhoro, somehow, we shall have 
brotherhood with all of its i.'11plioations. Why do '~ti.c:r have this i'aith? 
They believe in the oonmon man. Gamaliel Bradford says in his BIOGRAPHY · 
AND THE mnIAN BEARTs 
And as this kindly, tranquil spirit looked out 
with oonfidenoe, from the bare refuge of his 
sunken age, upon the seething conflict of tne 
political world about him, ao his vision :Ji' tho 
moral and spiri tue.l vrorlq Ym.S joyous and serene,, 
They asked him if anything had ever shaken his 
4'&.tth in humanity. ":aever \.:Never I I trust hu- . 
manity. Its iwstincts are· in tho main right." 
And again, "I never have an:r a~ubtt of' tho fu-
ture when I look at the conman man" ••• His spiritual 
oonten'bnent is unlimited. :Eb overrides tho little 
ills or lif'e, sees through them, secs beyond them, 
helps others to see beyond them. He drowns petti-
ness, meanness, decay, even disgust, whioh some-
times will peer o¥t from dark corners, in a great 
security of' joy• 27 
127 Gamaliel, BIOGRAPHY AllD THE Hm!AH IlEA.RT, Houghton, Mi.f'tlin Company, 
1932. pages 77, 78. 
litre we see the reason for Whi~ti's great faith in the future, his f'aith 
in the oommon man. Here he feels seoure J the world is sate in the hands ot 
the oommon nan. 
Carl Sandbul"g talks or his people,· the oomm.on ~1orkillg man,. the people 
on which his taith ta built. In Work Gangs he saya1 
A long way we oano; a long way to go J long rests 
and' long deep 1mirrs for our lungs ori the wa.y. 
Sleep is a belonging of all; even if n.11 songs are old 
dor.gs and the si?lbing heart is snuffed out 
like a awitohr.ian's lantern with the oil gono, 
even !f m forget our names and houses in 
the finish, the secret or sleep is left us, 
sleep belongs to all, sloop is the first 
and last and best of' al 1. 
People singingJ po~ple "1th song mouths 9onnooting 
with song hearts? paeiple who must sing or ceie; 
People whose song hearts ·break 11'' there is no 
song mouth;. these are ey people. 128 
128 Rebecca West, SELECTED POE!l3, page 60. 
Ther:e aru Sandburg's paople1 people who oe.ri sing, whose hearts will break 
unless there is a song on their lips. This 1s the br:::,.thorhood to which 
Sandburg looks forward, a brotherhood or femless. singing people. 
He saya in~ People, ~· 
Tho sea has lish for evory man, 
Every blade of grass has its share of dew. 
The longest day must have its end. 
Uan•a life? A oandle in the wind, hoar-f'rost on stone. 
Nothing r:iore oerta.in than death e.nd nothill{; 
rnore uncertain than the hour• 
Jiln live like birds t..,gether in a wood; ''hen 
the time oouea each takes his flight. 
As waV'.e .follows ~!~· so na• ~rn take old 
·menis .plaoes. 
129 Carl Sp..ndburg, THE PEOPLE, YES, page 115 
Men have all impo.rtan~ thi·ngs. in coM!llon - death, birt'h, lire. Aod who ie 
any nation to arise a?Xl command another nation? What man has the right to 
tell another man what to do? 
"Would you just as soon get off the eart4?" 
holding ourselves aloof in pride of' distinotion 
saying to ourselves t.his costs us nothing 
a.a though hate has no oost 
as though hate ever grew anything worth growing. 
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Yes, we may say this trnsh is bonao.th our notioe 
or we may hold them in respect and affootion 
as fellow oreepers on a commodious planet 
saying "Yes you too are people." 130 
130. Ibid., page 118. 
-
'J!hat is the. brotherhood toward whioh Carl Sandburg would have the family ot 
men 1tr1ve.. He feels the· rooognition or ~he oonrau;-: hum.ani ty of us all will 
solve nany ot the problems or the world. The reoogni tion or that f'aot may 
do more for world peaoe than the United. Nations Charter oan ever hope to do. 
The basis or peaoe, of world brotherhood lies in the hearts or mon, not in 
international treaties. Walt Whitman i11ritas of the joy of' brotherhood in 
hia .!!!! Mystic Trumpter. Hore he talks abol.1t the joy or merely existing, 
the joy o!'. being a part of the hu:mn race, and he speaks of a reborn race 
raady to live together in peaoe.t 
N°" trumpeter. tor thy close, 
Vouohsafo a higher strain than any yet, 
Sixig to my soul, ·renew its.languishing faith and hope, 
Rouse up my slow beliof', give me soma vision or the 
f'uture, 
Give me tor once its prophecy am joy. 
0 glad, exulting, oulni.nnting song t 
A vigor more than earth's is in thy notes, 
Marches or ~iotory - man disenthral'd - the conqueror 
at last, 
Hymns to the universal God from universal rnan ~ all joyl 
A reborn raoe appears - a part"eot world, oll joy\ 
Wonen and men in wisdom; innoconoe and hac..lth - all joy I 
Riotous laughing baochanala .fill'd with joyi 
War, sorrow, suf'feririg gone· - the rank:·earth purged • 
nothing but joy left I 
The ooean f'ill.•d with joy "" the 1J1.tmosphero all joy I 
Joy\ joy in treed om, mrship, love I joy in the 
ecstasy ot life 1 
Enough to merely be I Enough to breathe I 
Joy l Joy\ all !'.'Ver joy I 131 
131 Walt Whi'tman, 2.E.• ~··page 47'5. 
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"Enough to merely be l Enough to breathe!" Such is the hope or Walt Whitman. 
The world iS not per.t'eot, man is- not perfect, but both earl Sandburg am 
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Walt Whi'tmll.n have a fe.1 th in mankind the world over and in that faith they are 
strong. The recognition or the humanity of us all, whether it be in our own 
United States or on the universal scale. will carry ~s toward our goal. Carl 
Sandburg expresses tha unity or mnllkind in a section of The People, .!!!_. He 
talks about an arch and the various stones which make the arch. He says a 
The soa.f'.f'olding holds the arch in ;E•laoe 
til the keystone is put in to stay. 
Then tha scaffolding comes out. 
Then the 11rch stands strong as- all the 
l&ssed pressing parts or the arch 
and loose as any say or sp~ead 
failiDg of the builders' intention, hope. 
"The e.roh never sleeps." 
Li vi ng in uni on it holds. 
So long as each pi~ce does its work 
the aroh is1§21ve, singing, a restless 
choral. 
132 Carl Pandburg, TEE IEOPLE, YES, page 23. 
The scaffolding of institutions, treaties, pacts, 'Will some day be removed. 
The keystone will be put in to stay - the keystone of brotherhood. Then the 
arch of mankind will live together in union, each atone leaning on the others 
tor support, for strength. And that arch will never sleep •. but ~living in 
union it holds." 
SU~Y 
Thia study ha.a grouped the poetry of Walt Whitman and Carl Sandburg 
umer five different headings - A Comparison of Poetry and Philosophy, De-
moo raoy, Americanism, Rolit;ion, and World Bro·cherhood. All these topics 
overlap at some time through the paper •. However, there are important con• 
eiderations· whioh made it necessary to divide the J,;i'.por as it has been 
divided. 
As we look ovor the ·u vea and works of Walt Whitman and Carl Sandburg 
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we find many sil'!lilarities. Pootically they were in the same camp. To them 
poetry waa to give o. message to the people. If that message contained beauty 
or expression, all was very well. Ir that messat;e was crude in the sense 
or literary nioety, or even social nicety, that T!lade no difference to these 
men. Theirs was a message which could not be measured by literary or con-
.ventional standards of' rhythm, rhyllW, or me·~re. T'ney ware above all that. 
Theirs was a call beyond oonventiona.li ty. 
Demoore.oy meant only one important thing to Sai:dbu.rg and Whitman., and 
that was - all men and wo:mon are equally worthy of reepeot, love, and ad-
miration. This conviction was carried to its u'!. timnte oonolusion by the 
two poets. They wrote poems which were intended to arouse the people to 
a consideration of their fellows. No porson, no r:ntter how low in the con• 
ventional soale or sooiety, shovla be excluded from the "olessings of demoo-
ra<Jy •.. 
Naturally this oxtreme de~o~ratia feeling lod to an exalted Amerioaniam. 
America was the hope of the world as far as Whitman and Sandbui-g were con• 
oerned. They felt that in literature, educationally, socially, religiously, 
America as the hope of the na.tions. Here l:len were allowed to live freely, 
and here we were oonduoting the real experiments in demooraoy. Their love 
for their oountry did not make· Whi tm.e.n anc Sc.:.dburg blind to her raul ts. 
The1 often stood· st:rougly against the ovils of our ma.teria.listio sooiety. 
They had a great. f'ai th in the future or A.'llerioa and round a se.tist'aotion in 
writing toward 'that future. 
Religiously they were rebels. Here again they revolted against the 
oonventional standards of' goodness, ovi 1,- and oreod. They did not believe 
that death was the dreadful thing which was piotured from some pulpits. 
Death we.a to be W9loomed a.a e. beginning - it was never e.n end of lit"e,.but 
a new btiginning or a new existenoe. Immortality was a natter or course, no 
questioning - their faith was largo 6nough not to question but to accept 
and expeot. 
The world ought to be a lnrge family of nations. War ought to be a 
thing or the past. Through war wo rrt/3.Y learn lessons, but war 1a a deadly 
thing. There was no martial, grim pleasure in war f'or Walt Whitman and Carl 
Sandburg. They saw clearly that it vm.s the people who pay for wara with 
auff'er\ng, crying, and death. Brotherhood will have to be built on love 
and not hate. Brotherly lovo, a roal feeling or aftootion ror all men, 
will be the solution of the world's ills. 
Walt 'Whitman and Carl Sandburg - two men from different seotiollS or 
the oountry, f'rom d1tteront centuries - have captured the heart of Ute. 
They hnve sung bravely tho songs which guido nen to tho best U.f'o. They saw 
. the good in the evil, nnd they Viare willing to a.ooept the evil e.o that they 
might have its good. But tney -vroro not content to lot the evil remain - the 
evil· ot man's inhumanity to mnn must 'J:la abolished. Tho two poets have taken 
"*1e powerful ?ll3dium. or poetry and with steady words and strong sentences 
they have called man to his destiny. 
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